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HILLARY’S FOUNDATION DIRECTOR TERRY
MCAULIFFE PAID $675,000 BRIBE TO SPOUSE OF
FBI LEAD INVESTIGATOR
WIKILEAKS: MCAULIFFE IS PART OF CLINTON FOUNDATION
INNER CIRCLE WITH CHERYL MILLS, JOHN PODESTA, DOUG
BAND AND JUSTIN COOPER—THE EMAIL SERVER GUY
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FIG. 1: L/R: JUSTIN G. COOPER, TERRY T. MCAULIFFE, HILLARY R. CLINTON, WILLAIM 'BILL' J. CLINTON. 

McAuliffe and Cooper are insiders in The Clinton Foundation. McAuliffe paid $675,000 to Deputy FBI Director
Andrew McCabe’s wife’s 2015 Senate campaign while he led the FBI investigation into Hillary Clinton’s
private email servers. Since McCabe’s wife received funds from a potential witness in the investigation,
McCabe should have recused due to the ongoing relationship between McAuliffe and Cooper. The reasons
given for not recusing themselves are misdirection. Andrew McCabe claimed he was not involved in his
wife’s campaign. But, the conflict isn’t with his wife. McCabe’s real conflict is with McAuliffe, Cooper and
Cooper’s association with Hillary’s email system. It has nothing to do with Jill McCabe’s Senate campaign as
the FBI has alleged.
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PAY-t o-PLAY NEW WORLD ORDER
This timeline shows how insiders sell access
& manipulate politicians, police, intelligence,
judges and media to keep their secrets
Clintons, Obamas, Summers were paid in cash for
outlandish speaking fees and Founda ion dona ions.
Sycophant judges, poli icians, academics, bureaucrats
and media were fed tips to mutual funds  ied to insider
stocks like Facebook. Risk of public exposure,
blackmail, pedophilia, “snuff parties” (ritual child sexual
abuse and murder) and Satanism have ensured
silence among pay-to-play beneficiaries. The U.S.
Patent Office is their toy box.
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ORIGINAL POST

(OCT. 25, 2016)—Deputy FBI Director Andrew
McCabe broke the law by leading the investigation
into Hillary Clinton’s use of a private emails server.
He should have recused himself.

McCabe had a duty
to recuse himself
from the Hillary
investigation after
his wife received $675,000 from
Virginia Governor Terry McAuliffe.
McAuliffe has a close relationship with

The Clinton Foundation and its employee Justin Cooper—the man who
set up Hillary’s email system.

This obvious McCabe fraud of
willful nondisclosure is
evidence of a cover‐up. It
certainly taints the findings of
the Comey FBI investigation as
biased, and now requires a
Special Prosecutor.

On Dec. 17, 2011, Hillary R. Clinton’s
longtime aide Cheryl D. Mills circulated
an email with the subject “Re: Draft
Infrastructure Model.” The attachment to
the email was named “2011‐12‐16 Infrastructure Support
Model.doc”. This is just one of 29 documents in which Terry
McAuliffe was a principal actor at The Clinton Foundation.

This email was sent to John D. Podesta, Douglas J. Band, Justin G.
Cooper and Terry R. McAuliffe.

Updated Mar. 19, 2014
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State Department,
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Bookmark: #judge‐nap‐fbi‐corrupted
Judge Andrew P. Napolitano. (Oct. 27, 2016).  Judge Napolitano: What happened to the FBI? It's been corrupted
by Obama and his team. Fox News. https://www.youtube.com/embed/EFJMcmDBNBA |

The email thread with John D. Podesta was triggered by the latest in a series of suicide
threats by The Clinton Foundation’s chief operating officer Laura Graham. Doug Band, the
creator of the original Clinton Foundation concept, wrote [Editor’s note: We are going to fix
some of the poor punctuation in the next three paragraphs below just to make them easier
to read]:

“Late last night, Laura Graham called me as she
couldn't reach my brother or her shrink  She was on
Staten Island in her car parked a few feet from the
water’s edge with her foot on the gas pedal and the
car in park  She called me to tell me the stress of all
of this office crap with WJC and CVC [William
Jefferson Clinton, Chelsea Victoria Clinton] as well
as that of her family had driven her to the edge and
she couldn't take it anymore  I spent a while on the
phone with her preventing her from doing that, as I
have a few times in the past few months, and was
able to reach Roger and her shrink

Bruce [Lindsey, chairman of The Clinton
Foundation] said the stress of specifically the office
had caused his very serious health issues as you both
know  But I'm sure Chelsea is more concerned with a
mostly false story in the distinguished NY Post
about MF Global and Teneo, [and] not her role in
what happened to Laura/Bruce, what she is doing to
the organization, or the several of stories that have
appeared in the NY Post about her father and a
multitude of women over the years

For Teneo, well before MF Global, we have been
discussing this  It’s going to hurt Teneo to have WJC
on the advisory board any longer, but we need come
up with a reorg [reorganization] concept for the relationship with WJC and Teneo
that is lower key and handled privately and properly that we should discuss  Life is
to short so let's have a call and get this over with ”

This Podesta email is full of evidence of corruption.

IN BED TOGETHER: MF GLOBAL  TENEO HOLDINGS
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FIVE CRITICAL AFI POSTS ON JUDICIAL
COMPROMISE
Fully updated Mar. 25, 2014 in the wake of
the Scribd censorship:

1. HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW
RICH ON THE BACKS OF
AMERICAN INVENTORS
Patent Office filings are
shuffled out the USPTO backdoor to crony
lawyers, banks and deep‐pocket clients.

2. WAS CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS BLACKMAILED into
supporting Obamacare by his ethical
compromises in Leader v. Facebook?

3. JUSTICE ROBERTS MENTORED
Facebook Gibson Dunn LLP
attorneys.

4. JUSTICE ROBERTS HOLDS
substantial Facebook
financial interests.

5. JUDGE LEONARD STARK FAILED to
disclose his Facebook financial
interests and his reliance on
Facebook's Cooley Godward LLP
attorneys for his appointment.

BARACK OBAMA'S DARK POOLS
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Terry R. McAuliffe 
Virginia Governor, DNC
former chair, Hillary

Clinton campaign former
chair, China energy
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Clinton Foundation
director, FBI Dep. Dir.
Andrew McCabe donor

Doug Band 

IN BED TOGETHER: MF GLOBAL, TENEO HOLDINGS,
JON CORZINE, GOLDMAN SACHS, OBAMA, THE
CLINTON FOUNDATION

MF Global had just gone bankrupt a
month earlier after Chairman and CEO
Jon S. Corzine (March 23, 2010 to Nov.
04, 2011) announced that $1.6 billion in
investor funds was lost. Corzine was
formerly Goldman Sachs’ CEO (Aug. 04,
1994 to Aug. 08, 1999) during the Bill
Clinton presidency.

TENEO HOLDINGS, founded by Douglas J.
Band, creator of The Clinton Foundation
concept, was hired by Corzine to
improve his image and enhance his
political connections with the Clintons.
Bill is said to have been paid a $50,000 per month retainer by TENEO to “improve his
relations with Corzine.“

Evidently the stress of this corruption was affecting the health of both The Clinton
Foundation chairman Bruce Lindsey and chief operating officer Laura Graham.

MCAULIFFE HELPED REORGANIZE THE CLINTON
FOUNDATION IN 2011

It appears that Chelsea had ample reason to be concerned. Band,
Podesta, Mills and Cooper evidently used the latest threatened
Graham suicide as motivation to reorganize The Clinton
Foundation.

Under a court order, Citizens United received Hillary’s White
House phone logs between Jul. 06, 2010 to Mar.  29, 2012.

Graham had called Secretary of State Hillary Clinton more than
any other member of the Obama Administration. She called 134
times as compared to the White House chiefs of staff 16 times. By
comparison, Podesta called 24 times and Band called 31 times.
According to the actual White House phone logs, The Clinton
Foundation had ten times more calls and conversations to the
Secretary than anyone.

Curiously, McAuliffe does not appear even once (that we could
find) in any of the State Department FOIA disclosures to Judicial
Watch or Citizens United. Not once. This is not reasonable for such
a prominent Democrat operative. Very evidently, the State
Department's FOIA Nazi, Patrick F. Kennedy, deleted any reference to McAuliffe. Thankfully,
Julian Assange and WikiLeaks came to the rescue.

Bookmark: #band‐memo‐confirms‐clinton‐corruption

NEW! 10/28/2016: WIKILEAKS BOMBSHELL 

Nov. 18, 2011 Memorandum by Doug Band. In our opinion, this document
proves the epic globalist collusion that is attempting to steal the 2016
Presidential election.. 

Band is the founder of TENEO HOLDINGS and creator of The Clinton
Foundation. He had prepared a 13‐page MEMORANDUM titled "Background on
Teneo and [Clinton] Foundation Activities" that described the rat's nest of
collusion among the U.S. State Department, The White House, The Clinton Foundation, Clinton Global
Initiative (CGI), DK Consulting (Delcan Kelly), Coke, Dow, UBS, Allstate, Simpson Thatcher, American
Ireland Fund, Barclays Capital, BHP Billiton, Mylan, GEMS Education, Rockefeller Foundation, Laureate

Click to enlarge
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NAZI Swastika. Respect for the inalienable rights of each
individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of
the Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity.
They evidently believe that they deserve special privileges and
are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat themselves
to these privileges.
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Barack H. Obama William J. Clinton 
WJC

Hillary R. Clinton 
HRC

Michael Vachon 
Soros' Open Society

Foundations liason with
Hillary Clinton State

Department and 2016
campaign

George Soros 

International Universities, AT&T, Black Diamond, Bank of America, Firebird, Liberty Mutual, Stone
Harbor, Frank Stronach, TiVo, Ericson and Mati Kochavi. Note: UBS, Barclays and Bank of America
were announced as Facebook underwriters ten weeks later. Obama's SEC Chair Mary L. Schapiro had
over 51 holdings in major Facebook investor beneficiaries of these banks' underwriting. AT&T was
actively and illegally feeding private customer information to the NSA . . . and to the Clintons?
(Having the dirt on everyone on the planet makes blackmail an especially lucrative profit center for
influence peddling and one's speaking fees.)

LAURA GRAHAM & JOHN PODESTA—COORDINATED
THE ACTIVITIES AMONG STATE DEPT, WHITE HOUSE,
CLINTON FOUNDATION & GEORGE SOROS

Clearly, Graham
and Podesta were
the relationship
enablers between
the State
Department and
The Clinton
Foundation who is
taking marching
orders from
globalist George
Soros. Foundation
lieutenants had
dual Obama Administration titles. Podesta was special counsel to Barack Obama while he
also served a similar role at The Clinton Foundation with Obama’s blessing.

This grossly unethical intermingling of
public and private interests will not be
explored further in this article so that we
can get to the McAuliffe crimes of state.

CLINTON
REORGANIZATION PLAN:
“CLASSIC LAYERS TO
DEFLECT CULPABILITY FOR ACTIONS
OF PAID AGENTS”

The Clinton Foundation reorganization document is bizarre. One would expect professional
Six Sigma‐like (process improvement) approaches from such senior government officials, but
nothing of the sort are present.

We asked a number of seasoned professional services consultants and former Fortune 100
executives to review the document. Their comments were incredulous to a person. The
kindest was that it described a “family enterprise.”  Another said it is “what you’d expect
from an organized crime godfather keeping his soldiers in line.” A former Fortune 40
executive said it described “classic layers to deflect culpability for actions taken by ‘paid
agents,’” then concluded it described “a snake pit of evil.”

CHERYL MILLS ON 2011 CLINTON FOUNDATION REORG:  

". . . for ensuring that the implementation of the President's [Clinton]
will occurs . . ."

Bill Clinton’s activities were separated into five parts: personal, political, for‐profit, not‐
for‐profit and former president. The fix‐it men are Doug Band and Justin Cooper.

off judges with the money gained from their theft. Such
permissiveness is obscene.

Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has
gone offline. All her posts are available as a
PDF collection here (now updated, post‐
Scribd censorship).

Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7,
2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd
were deleted by that "cloud" service using
the flimsiest of arguments . Some of our
documents have been there for two years
and some had almost 20,000 reads. 

George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows
one is in a totalitarian state when telling the
truth becomes an act of courage.

All the links below were updated Mar. 20,
2014 (many thanks to our volunteers!)

1. Summary of Motions, Appeal, Petition,
Evidence, Analysis, Briefings (FULL
CITATIONS) in Leader Technologies,
Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., 08‐cv‐862‐JJF‐
LPS (D. Del. 2008), published as
Leader Techs, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc.,
770 F. Supp. 2d 686 (D. Del. 2001)

2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam's Censored
Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)

3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook

4. Backgrounder

5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplicity

6. Instagram‐scam

7. USPTO‐reexam Sham

8. Zynga‐gate

9. James W. Breyer / Accel Partners LLP
Insider Trading

10. Federal Circuit Disciplinary
Complaints

11. Federal Circuit Cover‐up

12. Congressional Briefings re. Leader v.
Facebook judicial corruption

13. Prominent Americans Speak Out

14. Petition for Writ of Certiorari

15. Two Proposed Judicial Reforms

16. S. Crt. for Schemers or Inventors?

17. Attorney Patronage Hijacked DC? 

18. Justice Denied | Battle Continues

19. FB Robber Barons Affirmed by S. Crt.

20. Judicial Misconduct WALL OF SHAME

21. Corruption Watch ‐ "Oh what webs we
weave, when first we practice to
deceive"

22. Facebook | A Portrait of Corruption

23. White House Meddling

24. Georgia! AM 1080 McKibben Interview

LEADER V. FACEBOOK
BACKGROUND
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Justin G. Cooper 

Terry R. McAuliffe 

THE CLINTON FOUNDATION RELATIONSHIP
(COOPER-MCAULIFFE-CLINTON EMAILS)
THAT FBI DEPUTY DIRECTOR ANDREW
MCCABE FAILED TO DISCLOSE AFTER HIS
WIFE TOOK $675,000 FROM MCAULIFFE

Bookmark: #jill‐mccabe‐fraud

IN THE SERVICE OF TWO MASTERS: STATE DEPT.
AND CLINTON FOUNDATION

Keep in mind, Cheryl Mills was preparing this document even though she is chief of staff for
Secretary of State Clinton. This is further proof of the horrendously unethical mixing of
private and public interests in all the Clinton affairs.

How can these people serve the interests of the
American people at the same time that they
are organizing and privately benefiting from
the Clinton’s private foundation? The Secretary
of State peddled influence throughout the
world in return for donations to the Clintons.
We may never know the total amounts, but
they currently measure into the multiple
billions of dollars in donations in return for
favors.

Justin Cooper is copied throughout on this
WikiLeaked email thread.

JUSTIN COOPER SET UP
HILLARY’S PRIVATE EMAIL
SERVER

According to Cooper’s FBI testimony, he set up
Bill Clinton’s private email server in the
basement of his and Hillary’s home on or about
Jun. 01, 2008.

On Jan. 05, 2009, Hillary Clinton signed an
ethics pledge not to participate in Clinton
Foundation business (including its 35 aliases).

On Jan. 13, 2009, Cooper registered
clintonemail.com on the Clinton’s Chappaqua,
NY basement server. This is the email account
targeted by the FBI, House and Senate probes.
Other domain names followed.

Before finalizing the reorganization draft, Band
and Podesta invited Terry McAuliffe into the
drafting.

WHO IS TERRY
MCAULIFFE?

Year
:

Terry McAuliffe Activity:

1997
‐
1999

Invested $100,000 in Global Crossing
telecom. Sold shares for $8.1 million
two years later—81 times his
investment.

2001 $1.35 million Guarantor of Clinton’s
Chappaqua, NY residence

2001
‐
2005

Democratic National Committee Chair

 g     

25. Constitutional Crisis Exposed

26. Abuse of Judicial Immunity since
Stump

27. Obamacare Scandal Principals are
intertwined in the Leader v.
Facebook scandal

28. S.E.C. duplicity re. Facebook

Investigative Reporter Julia
Davis investigates
Facebook's Leader v.
Facebook attorney Gibson
Dunn LLP. She credits this
firm with the reason why

not a single Wall Street banker has gone to
jail since 2008. Click here to read her article
"Everybody hates whistleblowers."
Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here's an
excerpt:

"Skillful manipulation of the
firm’s extensive media
connections allows Gibson
Dunn to promote their causes,
while simultaneously smearing
their opponents and silencing
embarrassing news coverage."

This statement followed right after Davis
cited Facebook's chief inside counsel in the
Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ullyot,
who appears to have helped lead the Leader
v. Facebook judicial corruption. Interesting
word choices associated with Gibson Dunn
LLP: manipulation, smear. Attorneys swear a
solemn oath to act morally, ethically, and in
support of democratic principles. They
promise to conduct themselves in a manner
than instills confidence among the citizenry
in the rule of law and the judicial system.
These promises appear to be meaningless.
Click here for a PDF version of Julie Davis'
article.

GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as one
of the most corrupt law ẵ�rms in
America

OHIO STATE’S PRESIDENT
MICHAEL V. DRAKE MIRED IN
PERSONAL CONFLICTS OF
INTEREST
Trustees and Provost
promote learning

technology that benefits trustee clients
and is stolen from OSU alums Contributing
Writers | Opini...

OSU BAND INVESTIGATION
UNEARTHS SURPRISE
TRUSTEE COLLUSION IN
PATENT THEFT
Breaking News, Sep. 3,
2014 , 10:05am OSU Trustee

President, Jeffrey Wadsworth,
"counterattacks" the Band Alumni
leadership T...

GOVERNOR JOHN KASICH
HOLDS MUCH STOCK IN OSU
TRUSTEE PRIVATE INTERESTS

POPULAR POSTS
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Penny S. Pritzker 
Obama Commerce

Secretary

Barbra Jill McCabe 
Wife of FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe that led
the investigation into Hillary Clinton's private email
servers, but failed to disclose that his wife had
received $675,000 from Clinton Foundation
director Terry McAuliffe for her State Senate
candidacy, heavily supported by Planned
Parenthood.

JILL MCCABE FILED A FRAUDULENT
2015 VIRGINIA FINANCIAL
DISCLOSURE
Candidates for Virginia public office are required to
file a disclosure of their personal financial
interests, including the holdings of immediate
family members. Barbara Jill McCabe failed to
disclose anything about her husband's financial
interests. Virginia §30‐111  requires the disclosure
of Salary and Wages for "each employer that pays
you or a member of your immediate family salary
or wages."

2005

2004
‐    

Director, The Clinton Foundation

2007
‐
2008

Hillary Clinton 2008 campaign
chairman

2009
‐
2013

Founded Green Tech Automotive
(China) (Obama energy stimulus). Sold
one year later for $20 million.

2014
‐

Common Good VA,
founder; donated
$500,000+ to Jill
McCabe State Senate
campaign; donors
include Doug Band
(Clinton Foundation),
JB Pritzker
(beneficiary, Penny
S. Pritzker (see p.
22), Commerce
Secretary; her trust
donated $1 million to Clinton
Foundation in 2011), WalMart, Pfizer,
Raytheon, Visa, DuPont, Micron
Technology, Microsoft, DLA Piper,
Facebook, Cigna

2014
‐

Governor of Virginia      

2015 Jill McCabe VA State Senate candidacy,
third largest donor

Click here for Barbra Jill McCabe's 2015 Statement of Economic Interest. Source: Richmond Times‐Dispatch.

  
Governor’s trustee
appointments reveal strong
bias toward protecting his

investments Contributing Writers |
Opinion | AMERICANS FOR INNOVA...

FIRING OF OSU BAND
LEADER EXPOSES
CORRUPTION AT BATTELLE
LABS, PATENT OFFICE, NSA
Jeffrey Wadsworth,
Battelle CEO and OSU

Trustee president, doles out OSU
contracts to Facebook Cartel thru his
McBee Strategic LLC lobbyis...

MASSIVE WASHINGTON
CORRUPTION EXPOSED BY
LEADER V. FACEBOOK
Bi‐partisan citizen group
appeals to Congress to
RESTORE PROPERTY

CONFISCATED BY widespread federal
corruption incl. interference by Nancy ...

DISASTROUS RISE OF A
LAWLESS C.I.A.
Presidents from Washington
to Eisenhower feared
threats to liberty from
abuses of power by the

military‐industrial complex Contributing...

HILLARY’S FOUNDATION
DIRECTOR TERRY MCAULIFFE
PAID $675,000 BRIBE TO
SPOUSE OF FBI LEAD
INVESTIGATOR
WikiLeaks: McAuliffe is part

of Clinton Foundation inner circle with
Cheryl Mills, John Podesta, Doug Band and
Justin Cooper—the email se...

MICHAEL MCKIBBEN, THE
REAL INVENTOR OF SOCIAL
NETWORKING, ENDORSES
DONALD TRUMP
McKibben says Donald
Trump is a problem solver

and Hillary Clinton lacks a moral compass
Contributing Writers | Opinion |
AMERICANS FOR I...

HEALTHCARE.GOV HAS
EXPOSED WASHINGTON'S
ETHICAL DISEASE
Undisclosed conflicts of
interest—on a massive
scale—are choking

Washington Contributing Writers |
OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION
  ...

HOW JUDGES GROW RICH
ON THE BACKS OF
AMERICAN INVENTORS
Patent Office filings are
shuffled out the USPTO
backdoor to crony lawyers,

banks and deep‐pocket clients
Contributing Writers | Opinion...

1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney
misconduct in Leader v. Facebook ‐
Unwillingness of DC attorneys to self‐
police may explain why Washington is
broken, Dec. 30, 2012

2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support
schemers or real American inventors?
Facebook's case dangles on a

EDITORIALS
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WHAT KIND OF DOCTOR SUPPORTS THE MURDER OF
INNOCENTS? EUGENICS? KKK-SANGER DEVOTEE?

FBI INVESTIGATION INTO HILLARY CLINTON’S USE
OF A PRIVATE EMAIL SERVER

On Oct. 23, 2016, The Wall Street Journal reported that the wife of FBI Deputy Director
Andrew McCabe, Dr. Jill McCabe, received more than $675,000 in cash and benefits from
Terry McAuliffe‐controlled entities when she made an unsuccessful Senate bid in 2015—
during the email server controversy.

Andrew McCabe was put in charge of the investigation into Hillary’s Clinton’s illegal use of
private email servers while Secretary of State.

Catherine Herridge, intelligence investigator for Fox News, reported that a separate FBI

Facebook s case dangles on a
doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18)
areas of question shout for attention,
Dec. 27, 2012

3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make
America More Democratic (and less
contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

American citizens must fight abuse of the
constitutional right for authors and inventors
to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a
matter of matter of basic property rights and
sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of
innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision,
courage, entrepreneurship, respect,
property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics,
values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy,
solutions and judicial faithfulness,

. . . our society and economy will be dragged
down (and eventually destroyed) by copying,
infringement, thievery, counterfeiting,
hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation,
abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption,
bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak,
misconduct, lies, deception, attorney "dark
arts," destruction, confusion, dishonesty,
judicial chicanery and lawlessness.

If we do not speak up, impeach derelict
judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we
cannot possibly hope to start fixing the
current ills in our society. Without justice
and respect for private property, democracy
has no sure foundation.

OUR MISSION

We are an opinion blog that advocates for
strong intellectual property rights. We
welcome commenters and contributors. The
Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case
first came to our attention after learning
that the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S.
District Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s
admission that they had no evidence to
support their on‐sale bar verdict, but the
judge supported it anyway.

The judicial misconduct has deteriorated
from there, replete with two of the three
judges on the Federal Circuit appeal panel,
Judges Alan D. Lourie and Kimberly A.
Moore, holding Facebook stock that they did
not disclose to the litigants, and later tried
to excuse through a quick motion slipped in
at the last minute by the Clerk of Court, Jan
Horbaly, and his close friends at The Federal
Circuit Bar Association. (The DC Bar
subsequently revealed that Mr. Horbaly is
not licensed to practice law in Washington
D.C.)

The judges ignored shocking new evidence
that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard
drives of 2003‐2004 evidence from Leader
Technologies that could prove actual theft
(and therefore claims even more serious

than infringement). In addition, Facebook's
appeal attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson
Dunn LLP, has close personal ties to just
about every judicial player in this story. The

CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS
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Barack H. Obama Loretta E. Lynch James B. Comey 

Hillary R. Clinton 
HRC

Andrew McCabe 
In charge of corrupt FBI

Hillary Email Investigation

           
corruption probe of the Clinton Foundation is currently ongoing in New York. It is reportedly
assigned to U.S. Attorney Preetinder Bharara. The ethically‐challenged Bharara is currently
conducting a systematic persecution of Paul Ceglia in Ceglia v. Zuckerberg/Facebook
despite recent proof by Secret Service forensics that Ceglia’s contract with Facebook is
genuine‐‐a fact uniformly unreported by the mainstream media.

McAuliffe was intimately involved in the organization and operation of The Clinton
Foundation, as proved by the Dec. 17, 2017 WikiLeaks Podesta email.

McAuliffe was a Clinton Foundation collaborator with Justin Cooper, the man who set up
Hillary’s private server, and was a witness in the FBI investigation, not to mention the House
Oversight Committee investigation.

FBI: NEGLIGENT OR COMPLICIT?

Therefore, either
the FBI was
negligent in its
conflicts of
interest checks
before selecting
Andrew McCabe to
lead the Hillary
investigation,
which is doubtful,
. . . or

The Dept. of Justice / FBI / Comey / Obama selected McCabe
precisely because he was conflicted by McAuliffe and would cooperate
to let Hillary and her lieutenants off the hook.

McAuliffe had made an almost unprecedented contribution to
McCabe’s wife.

$675,000 PURCHASED AN FBI SHILL FOR THE
“SHADOW GOVERNMENT” TO PRETEND TO
INVESTIGATE THEIR DARLING HILLARY

A reasonable person can see that the
$675,000 paid to McCabe by McAuliffe was
a bribe, in our opinion. McCabe was likely
trapped into cooperating with the
concealed “shadow government” that the
FBI says was directing the investigation.

The WikiLeaks email discussed herein
proves that McAuliffe was heavily involved
in both the Clinton’s public business at the
State Department and their private
organized crime Clinton Foundation
syndicate of 35 aliases.

TAINTED JUDGMENTS ARE VOID; HILLARY
INVESTIGATION MUST BE DONE AGAIN

This revelation of collusion between The Clinton Foundation and the FBI taints the entire
investigation and should invalidate it. In law, judgments made based on fraud are to be
unwound as if they had never been made. Therefore:

Th  i i i  f  Hi ’  ff  i

misconduct appears to reach into the U.S.
Patent Office through abuse of the
reexamination process by Facebook. We will
stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until
justice is served, but we also welcome news
and analysis of intellectual property abuse
in other cases as well.

AFI has been supporting
Donna and is now picking up
the main Leader v. Facebook
coverage (she will continue
coverage as well).

Anonymous Posts Are
Welcomed! Blogger has more

posting constraints than Donna's WordPress,
but we will continue to welcome anonymous
posts. Simply send us an email at NEW
Leader® Private Email: afi@leader.com with
your post. Once the moderator verifies that
your email address is real, your comment
will be posted using your real name or
handle, whatever you wish, like John Smith
or Tex.

Click here to view a
complete Donna Kline
Now! posts archive.

WELCOME TO DONNA KLINE NOW!
READERS!
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The immunities for Hillary’s staff are void.

The non‐prosecution of Hillary is void.

Director Comey’s conclusion that Hillary is not subject to indictment is void.

The little meeting of Attorney General Loretta Lynch and Bill Clinton on the
tarmac in Phoenix was clearly criminal tampering with a witness—Bill Clinton.

What side deal was Bill Clinton making for the “shadow government?” Bill, Hillary, Comey,
Lynch, Obama, Podesta, etc. evidently do not fear our government and system of laws.

SPECIAL PROSECUTOR A MUST

A special prosecutor must be appointed. The Dept. of Justice and FBI had their shot
and they blew it, perhaps criminally so.

Bookmark: #judge‐nap‐obama‐lied
Fox & Friends. (Oct. 27, 2016). Judge Nap: Obama 'Lied Directly and Pointedly' to the Nation About Hillary's
Emails. Fox News. http://insider.foxnews.com/2016/10/27/judge‐nap‐obama‐lied‐directly‐and‐pointedly‐
nation‐about‐hillarys‐emails

Bookmark: #chris‐wallace‐doug‐band‐clinton‐memo
Chris Wallace. (Oct. 27, 2016). Chris Wallaces on the Doug Band Clinton Inc. memorandum from WikiLeaks. Fox
News.

Nov. 18, 2011 Memorandum by Doug Band.

Bookmark: #hillary‐armageddon
Alex Jones. (Oct. 27, 2016). Hillary and Armageddon. WTF Did I Just Watch? The Wildest Campaign Ad Ever!
InfoWars.

"CANON 2: A JUDGE SHOULD AVOID
IMPROPRIETY AND THE APPEARANCE OF
IMPROPRIETY IN ALL ACTIVITIES"

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR U.S.
JUDGES

Judge Leonard P. Stark, U.S.
District Court of Delaware, trial
judge in Leader Techs, Inc. v.
Facebook, Inc., 770 F. Supp. 2d 686
(D.Del. 2011). Judge Stark heard
his jury foreman admit that the
jury made the on‐sale bar decision
without any evidence other than
speculation, and yet he supported
that verdict anyway. Just months
before trial, Judge Stark allowed
Facebook to add
the on‐sale bar
claim after the
close of all fact
discovery and
blocked Leader
from preparing its defenses to this
new claim. Judge Stark allowed
the claims despite Leader's
prophetic argument that the
action would confuse the jury and
prejudice Leader. He also
permitted the jury to ignore the
Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc. test
for on‐sale bar, even after
instructing the jury to use it. (See
that Jury
Instruction No. 4.7
here.) He also
contradicted his
own instruction to
Leader to answer
Interrogatory No. 9 in the present
tense (2009), then permitted the

jury to interpret it as a 2002
admission as well. Facebook's
entire on‐sale bar case is based
upon this interrogatory. (Editorial:
Hardly sufficient to meet the

GALLERY OF JUDICIAL
MISCONDUCT
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Posted by K. Craine at 3:29 PM 

Bookmark: #how‐elections‐are‐stolen
Bev Harris. (Oct. 31, 2016). How Elections Are Stolen In America. BlackBoxVoting.org / InfoWars.com.

* * *

Notice: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon
without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational
purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to
any photo. Fair Use is relied upon.

COMMENT

Click "N comments:" on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post.
Alternatively, send an email with your comment to amer4innov@gmail.com and we'll post
it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from
whisteblowers.

      

Recommend this on Google

72 comments:
K. Craine October 25, 2016 at 5:37 PM

    
"heavy burden" of the clear and
convincing evidence standard.)

Judge Alan D. Lourie, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
panel judge in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Lourie stood to
benefit financially from
undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
See analysis of Judge Lourie's T.
Rowe Price holdings re. the
Facebook IPO.
Judge Lourie also
failed to apply his
own law‐test in
Group One v.
Hallmark Cards to
the evidence. After debunking all
of Facebook's evidence on appeal,
Judge Lourie created new
argument in the secrecy of
chambers to support Facebook and
prevent the on‐sale bar verdict
from being overturned—a clear
breach of constitutional due
process.

Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, panel judge in Leader
Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d
1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore
stood to benefit financially from
undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
See disclosure of substantial
holdings in Facebook and
Facebook‐related stocks. Judge
Moore failed to
follow the long‐
held precedent
for testing on‐sale
bar evidence in
Pfaff v. Wells
Electronics, Inc.—an evident and
intentional omission coming from a
former patent law professor. After
debunking all of Facebook's
evidence on appeal, Judge Moore
created new argument in the
secrecy of chambers to support
Facebook and prevent the on‐sale
bar verdict from being overturned
—a clear breach of constitutional
due process.
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Email comment by TEX:

This is just so corrupt.....unbelievable perhaps. Can someone in this administration step
up and actually be an honorable American ? Hey Obama, you are the boss. Do you realize
what history is going to say about you? It ain't good, pards. You are a wimp. 

About what about you voters ? Had enough? Do they have to steal your kids? Corruption is
the only way America fails. It has to come from within....and it is. Kick these people
out... NOW. We can get a real lady elected later.  

Have a deplorable day, TEX = 

Reply

dave123 October 25, 2016 at 10:37 PM

THE ONE NAME THAT KEEPS POPING UP IS  
Goldman Sachs Goldman Sachs Goldman Sachs Goldman Sachs
Goldman Sachs Goldman Sachs Goldman Sachs Goldman Sachs

Reply

K. Craine October 26, 2016 at 10:08 AM

Email comment by TEX:

Ok folks, let's talk facts. Forget emotions. Forget gotchas and innuendos. 

The US Federal debt is $19.5 trillion. A trillion is a big number. If we equated miles and
dollars, this amount of miles would equal 38,000,000 round trip flights to the moon. Got
it? Our US GDP is $18 trillion. It is growing at 1% per year. Anemic. Our US Federal tax
receipts are $3.3 trillion this year ( highest ever) , yet we have a deficit of $620 billion
dollars. That means we spent $3.95 trillion to run our country.  

Let's talk about that. A recent non partisan evaluation concluded that , relative to the
strength of our military eight years ago and relative to the world's military powers, our
Army is weak, our Air Force is marginal, our Navy is marginal, our Marines are marginal,
and our nuclear capability is nearing obsolescence. Another indicator of Obama's agenda
is how our veterans are being treated.....in California , there is a clawback by the
Pentagon on bonuses promised to those who re upped for combat in the Middle East .
They served , and fought , the Pentagon reneged. They are garnishing paychecks from
bonuses paid up to 10 years ago. Then , if our warriors need medical help when they
return , the VA has been at best terrible in helping thousands of them reenter society in
a healthy manner. Obama/ Clinton are more concerned with helping refugees, illegal
immigrants, and building transgender bathrooms.

Let's look at where we spend our money. Education. We spend 5x per student as
compared to other advanced societies, yet we are 25th in the world in actual student
learning. We are so afraid that some kid gets behind that we hold back our bright ones,
our future . We spend $68 billion each year , there are 5,000 Dept of Education
employees, and they get this result. What a joke. How about our Dept of Energy. There
are 14,000 employees , all attacking fossil fuels. Our economy collapses without fuel to
drive our plants, trucks, cars, planes, and electric grid. They spend $30 billion per year
to attack our energy infrastructure. Then we have our beloved EPA . There are 16,000
employees and a budget of $9 billion. What could 16,000 people do everyday ? 
Remember that they caught hundreds of EPA workers on their government computers on
porn sites. 

We have 94 million capable Americans out of work......roughly 1/3 of our workforce, yet
we are flooding our borders, our cities, and our rural communities with immigrants that
need government support. We have 46 million folks on food stamps and that number is
growing. The Obama time in office has resulted in the slowest recovery in American
history. Most segments of our society have suffered.......inner cities are devastated,
soccer moms are frightened, innovators are tepid, middle management executives fear
for jobs, the really rich are getting richer, and more folks are no longer middle
class.....they are now poor. And Hillary pledges more of the same. In Minneapolis /StPaul
, there are over 290 Somalian/ Syrian immigrants with tuberculosis. They are shopping
next to you, in class with your kids, and using your emergency rooms. Shouldn't vetting
include health? 

A couple of last thoughts. There are two obstacles to anarchy, crime increases, and
chaos. They are privately owned weapons and our local police force. Hillary has stated
time and time again......these obstacles are problems, not solutions. My final comment is

on our future.....this election will result in a new social democracy or a Republic as
designed. The Supreme Court appointments by our next president are the cornerstones.
Is our Constitution a guide or a mere suggestion ? Should our judges interpret the
bedrock foundational documents or interpret them as whims of societal manipulation? Do
we have laws, borders, and enforcement? Or do we degrade our original idea as
described by our forefathers ? This is a seminal vote in American history.  

Judge Evan J. Wallach, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
member of the three‐judge panel
in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc.,
678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
Judge Wallach is not a patent
attorney. This begs the question as
to why a judge with no knowledge
of patent law was assigned to the
case. Would anyone ask a dentist
to perform brain surgery? The
Federal Circuit was specially
formed to appoint patent‐
knowledgeable judges to patent
cases. There is no evidence so far
in the judicial disclosures that
Judge Wallach holds stock in
Facebook, although when he was
asked on a motion to disclose
potential Facebook holdings and
other conflicts of interest, he
refused along with the other
judges. See Motion to Disclose
Conflicts of Interest. Judge
Wallach continued
in silence even
after Clerk of
Court Horbaly
failed to provide
him with Dr.
Lakshmi Arunachalam’s motions
(according to his Federal Circuit
staffer Valeri White), and yet the
Clerk signed an order regarding
that motion on Judge Wallach’s
behalf. See a full analysis of these
events at Donna Kline Now! Judge
Wallach also failed to police his
court’s violation of Leader’s Fifth
and 14th Amendment
constitutional right to due process
when he participated in the
fabrication of new arguments and
evidence for Facebook in the
secrecy of judge's chambers after
he had just invalidated Facebook’s
sole remaining item of evidence
(using disbelieved testimony as
ostensible evidence of an
opposite). Judge Wallach also
failed to police his court when he
failed to apply the Supreme
Court's Pfaff v. Wells Electronics,
Inc. test for on‐sale bar evidence,
which included even the Federal
Circuit’s own Group One v.
Hallmark Cards, Inc. test—a test
which Judge Lourie should have
advised Judge Wallach to follow
since Judge Lourie helped write
that opinion. Group One test
omission analysis.

Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, clerk who signed all the
opinions in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his
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Have a deplorable day, TEX. 

Reply

Lancelot October 26, 2016 at 11:47 AM

This is absolutely outrageous...anyone else in The US would be in jail by now. A Special
Prosector HAS to be brought in now as there is definite corruption in all three branches
of government

Reply

dave123 October 26, 2016 at 1:17 PM

GOLDMAN SACHS HAS ALL THE EMAILS and they know FACEBOOK IS STOLEN!!?? BILL GATES
YOU SHIT has all the emails!!!?? EDWARDO SAVVERIN CHERYL MILLS ROBERT MUELLER HAVE
ALL THE EMAILS AND KNOW IT IS STOLEN!!!??? MICHAEL ARRINGTON YOU LITTLE SHIT KNOW
IT IS STOLEN AND GOT ALL THE EMAILS!!?? 

pay your taxs facebook !!!!

Reply

K. Craine October 26, 2016 at 1:48 PM

Email comment by JM:

Alex Jones. (Oct. 25, 2016). WIKILEAKS: HILLARY CAUGHT RIGGING EVERY ANGLE OF
ELECTION ‐ Clinton campaign using every trick in the book to steal the election. InfoWars. 

Hillary Clinton and her cronies won’t settle for just one form of election fraud, they’re
pulling out every dirty trick in the book to steal the election from Donald Trump. 

Full video:

http://www.infowars.com/wikileaks‐hillary‐caught‐rigging‐every‐angle‐of‐election/ 

Reply

K. Craine October 26, 2016 at 1:52 PM

Email comment by Linda:

PATRICK F. KENNEDY AT STATE DEPARTMENT IS A PRODUCT OF THE NSA AND ILLEGAL
SURVEILLANCE ON AMERICANS 

Staff. (Oct. 26, 2016). The Hillary Clinton email saga continues as 33,000 erased emails
may not be 'missing' after all. AOL News.

Hillary Clinton just can't seem to catch a break with her her ongoing email woes.

While the consensus was that Clinton's 33,000 notoriously 'missing' emails were
permanently destroyed and beyond recovery, newly released FBI notes strongly suggest
this might not be the case after all, the NY Post reports. 

In a May interview with the FBI, an anonymous executive from Platte River Networks
(PRN) – the Denver contractor responsible for maintaining Clinton's private server –
revealed that an underling failed to purge all of Clinton's subpoenaed emails, deleting
only the ones he stored in a data file he used to transfer emails to the assistants of the
presidential candidate.

Full story:

http://www.aol.com/article/news/2016/10/26/the‐hillary‐clinton‐email‐saga‐continues‐as‐
33‐000‐erased‐emails/21592367/

Reply

dave123 October 26, 2016 at 5:31 PM

ALERT: WIKILEAKS HILLARY CLINTON FOUNDATION SECRET EVIL PLANS SALVAGE THE
ELECTION TRUMP IS WINNING!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5085iki2Q‐U 
A VOTE FOR HILLARY IS A VOTE FOR CNN AND GOLD MAN SACKS

     
staff obfuscated when the court's
ruling was challenged by an
amicus curiae brief revealing clear
mistakes of law and new evidence.
See analysis of the misconduct and
misrepresentations within the
Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in
Leader v. Facebook. Mr. Horbaly
failed to disclose his conflicts of
interest and close associations
with numerous Facebook attorneys
and law firms, as
well as his close
association with
one of Facebook's
largest
shareholders,
Microsoft, who is a Director of The
Federal Circuit Bar Association
where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio
officer. Additionally, the DC Bar
revealed in a written statement
that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed
to practice law in the District of
Columbia. [Editorial: What does
that make the Federal Circuit with
its location within in a stone's
throw of the White House? A self‐
governing state?]

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, chief judge responsible for
the (mis)conduct of his judges and
Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to
manage his court resulting in a
likely situation where his judges
never even received briefs that
they allegedly ruled on in favor of
Facebook. Judge
Rader also failed
to disclose his
conflicting
relationships with
a Leader principle
with whom he may have had deep
professional differences during his
time at the Senate Judiciary
Committee—his former professor of
law at George Washington
University Law Center, former
Leader director Professor James P.
Chandler. See analysis of Judge
Rader's undisclosed conflicts of
interest in Leader v. Facebook.
Judge Rader also
did not stop his
judges from
creating new
arguments and
evidence for
Facebook in the secrecy of
chambers—after they had
debunked all of Facebook's

evidence on appeal, which is a
clear breach of constitutional due
process.

Click here to view a Federal

Updated May 22, 2015
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Reply

K. Craine October 27, 2016 at 6:33 AM

Email comment by TEX:

A review of a few lies: 

Affordable Care act will reduce your premiums $2500/year and you can keep your policy
and doctor.  

The Syrian redline on using chemical weapons. 

A video caused the Benghazi attack. 

At this point, what difference does it make? 

No government secrets were on my server/email accounts. 

All key negotiations will be on CSpan... we will be the most open and transparent
administration ever.  

We have millions of shovel ready jobs.  

Legal Guns cause inner city deaths. 

Planned Parenthood will not get one penny for abortions.  

Acorn is not doing anything illegal

I learned of Hillary's server from the news. 

When we left the WhiteHouse , we were dead broke. 

We were under sniper fire when we landed.  

My grandparents were immigrants. 

I carry hot sauce in my purse. 

I was name after Sir Edmund Hillary because he climbed Mt Everest ....he did that six
years after she was born. 

And on and on. Liar/ corrupt vs crass/ buffoonish.... vote for America getting better.  

There is no pay to play in our Foundation. 

America needs more folks from jihadi ripe Syria. 

Have a deplorably great day, TEX  

Reply

K. Craine October 27, 2016 at 6:36 AM

Email comment by Sultan of Knish: 

Daniel Greenfield. (Oct. 23, 2016). Will Hillary Accept Defeat? 

The headlines are in. Trump is the “anti‐Democratic” candidate because he refuses to
rule out challenging the results of an election that has yet to take place. Such a course
of action is “beyond the pale”. It’s a threat to democracy. And it is utterly and
thoroughly unacceptable. 

Except when Democrats do it. 

Full article:

http://sultanknish.blogspot.com/2016/10/will‐hillary‐accept‐defeat.html

Reply

dave123 October 27, 2016 at 7:29 AM

HILLARY CLINTON IS A LIAR AND A FRAUD!!!!? IT WAS DAVID LONDON THAT
INVENTEDFACEBOOK!! http://www.leader.com/leader‐v‐facebook‐cv‐08‐862‐JJF‐
LPS/facebook/2012‐06‐27‐AFFIDAVIT‐OF‐DAVID‐LONDON‐EXHIBIT‐D‐Defendants‐Motion‐to‐
Enforce‐Settlement‐27‐Jun‐2012.pdf

     
Circuit Leader v. Facebook
Conflicts of Interest Map.

See "Cover‐up In Process At The
Federal Circuit?" Donna Kline Now!
Sep. 17, 2012.

Leader v. Facebook Legal Research
Links

This is an opinion blog. Any information
contained or linked herein should be
independently verified and should be
considered the sole opinion of the writer.
Free Speech and Freedom of the Press are
protected by the First Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution and other local, state,
national and international laws. Therefore,
as with all opinion, such opinion should not
be relied upon without independent
verification.

This site is a not‐for‐profit effort focused on
education, news, investigation of issues in
the public interest, and research, and relies
on fair use copyright exemptions under 17
U.S.C. 106(a)‐117 of the United States
Copyright Act, in addition to any and all
other related and relevant privileges to
which a fair and reasonable person would
attribute to this grassroots effort to root out
corruption and promote justice. No rights
whatsoever to third party content are
claimed or implied.

NOTICE: Opinion
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DAVID KIRKPATRICK HAS ALL THE EMAILS AND ROBERTMUELLER (FBI) 

SELL OUTS!!!???

Reply

K. Craine October 27, 2016 at 11:53 AM

Email comment by GH:

Patrick G. Eddington. (Oct. 27, 2016). When CIA and NSA workers blow the whistle,
Congress plays deaf. The Intercept.

DO THE COMMITTEES that oversee the vast U.S. spying apparatus take intelligence
community whistleblowers seriously? Do they earnestly investigate reports of waste,
fraud, abuse, professional negligence, or crimes against the Constitution reported by
employees or contractors working for agencies like the CIA or NSA? For the last 20 years,
the answer has been a resounding “no.”

Full story:

https://theintercept.com/2016/10/27/when‐cia‐and‐nsa‐workers‐blow‐the‐whistle‐
congress‐plays‐deaf/

Reply

dave123 October 27, 2016 at 12:36 PM

Hillary Clinton had 22 emails on her server on how facebook was stolen that
are know highly classified ?

PatentBlogger42 October 27, 2016 at 2:01 PM

Why is this a question? You supposedly sent 200 emails to Hillary and a ton of
other people. So you would know what was on her server. 

I read through your affidavit posted above. Very interesting reading. You sent
all of these emails for safekeeping. So where are they? It seems like if there
were emails out there proving that Facebook was actually stolen then they
will be posted on the site.

K. Craine October 27, 2016 at 6:16 PM

Dear dave123, suggest you don't take the bait. This troller revisits this theme
by different pseudonyms, but always the same modus operandi. Facebook's
attorneys are bottom feeders who deserve jail cells, not pay checks.

dave123 October 27, 2016 at 10:58 PM

When the truth comes out so do the trolls

K. Craine October 27, 2016 at 1:55 PM

PODESTA TRANSFERED HIS PUTIN STOCK TO HIS DAUGHTER. ETHICS LAWS DO NOT ALLOW
SUCH TRANSFERS TO AVOID CONFLICTS OF INTEREST WITH THE RUSSIANS AND VLADIMIR
PUTIN.

Jerome Hudson. (Oct. 20, 2016). Wikileaks: Podesta’s Daughter Received His Shares in
Putin‐Linked Company. Breitbart. 

An email uncovered in the Wikileaks hacks reveals that Hillary Clinton campaign chairman
John Podesta’s “75,000 common shares” — obtained from his membership on the
executive board of an energy company, Joule Unlimited, which received millions from a

Putin‐connected Russian government fund — were transferred to his daughter, Megan
Rouse. 

Full story:

http://www.breitbart.com/big‐government/2016/10/20/wikileaks‐bombshell‐john‐
podestas‐daughter‐received‐75000‐shares‐putin‐connected‐energy‐company/

Faces  of the  Facebook
Corruption  (PDF)
(currently being updated
after  the  Fri. Mar. 7, 2014
Scribd  censorship  of this
document:
Here is the cast of characters in Leader  v.
Facebook. We encourage you to report their
corrupt activities to this site and others, like
Lawless America. Feel free to communicate
anonymously in any way in which you are
most comfortable. The attempt of these
people and their organizations to corrupt
American justice and commerce cannot be
tolerated. Vigilance. We will expose them.
See Congressional Briefings (currently
being updated after Scribd censored the
documents on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014).

A. Facebook's  law  firms:

1. Fenwick  &  West LLP (Facebook
securities and patent law firm;
former Leader Technologies counsel;
attempted an appearance in Leader
v. Facebook; did not seek conflicts
waiver from Leader prior to
representing Facebook)

2. Coo ley  Godward  LLP (Facebook
law firm in Leader  v. Facebook;
McBee Strategic energy stimulus
partner; Obama Justice Dept.
advisor; former employer to patent
judges)

3. Blank  &  Rome  LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader  v. Facebook; former
employer to patent judges)

4. White  &  Case  LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader  v. Facebook;
undisclosed former employer to
Patent Office Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) officer
involved in Leader  v. Facebook)

5. Gibson Dunn LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader  v. Facebook;
undisclosed counsel to the Federal
Circuit; undisclosed protégé of Chief
Justice John Roberts, Jr.;
undisclosed former employer to
Preetinder ("Preet") Bharara, U.S.
Attorney currently persecuting Paul
Ceglia in U.S. v. Ceglia  (Ceglia  v.
Zuckerberg))

6. Orrick  Herrington LLP (longtime
Facebook law firm and destroyer of
evidence for the cabal in Winklevoss
v. Zuckerberg  and ConnectU v.
Facebook)

7. Weil Gotshal LLP (Federal Circuit
counsel in Leader  v. Facebook;
Judge Kimberly A. Moore's
undisclosed former client)

8. Latham  &  Watk ins LLP
(Facebook Director James W.
Breyer's counsel; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's husband, Matthew J.

CORRUPTION WATCH LIST
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Here is the WikiLeaks smoking gun with the actual stock transfer instruction to Joule
Unlimited. The transfer to his daughter, Megan Rouse, Leonidio Holdings LLC, is no
transfer at all from a conflicts of interest perspective. The conflict is imputed to him,
whether his name is on the stock certificate or not.

John Podesta. (Dec. 31, 2013). Joule Letters. Email from esepp@americanprogress.org to
John Podesta with attachments resigning from the Joule Unlimited LLC and transfering
his stock to his daughter, Megan Rouse, Leonidio Holdings LLC. EmailID No. 4221.
WikiLeaks. 

https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/4221

Reply

K. Craine October 27, 2016 at 2:11 PM

Here is a WikiLeaks file package with the Podesta PDF attachments: 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2013‐12‐31‐Joule‐Letters‐re‐John‐
Podesta‐directorship‐and‐stockholding‐transfer‐to‐daughter‐Megan‐Rouse‐
Leonidio‐Holdings‐LLC‐EmailID‐4221‐WikiLeaks‐Dec‐31‐2013.pdf 

Podesta claims he divested of this conflict of interest with Joule Unlimited
LLC, Rusnano, Vladimir Putin and Anatoly Chubais.

May‐Cooper October 27, 2016 at 11:58 PM

You're asking "what kind of doctor supports the merger of innocents...eugenics?" You
realize that 97%‐‐yes 97‐‐of planned parenthood's budget goes to preventative women's
health and scores of medical procedures other than abortion? Your statement is
unbelievably ignorant.

Reply

K. Craine October 28, 2016 at 5:26 AM

Spoken like a true paid shill. Good puppy, now go get your doggy treat. If
working to protect the lives of defenseless unborn babies is "unbelievably
ignorant," count us in. This PP narrative is profoundly immoral and inhuman.
Isn't it just like the totalitarian left to say they are for women, and girls and
LGBTQ and left‐footed Martians, yet they advocate for the murder of the
Innocents in the same breath. So so sad. That is the eugenics of Margaret
Sanger and the Klu Klux Klan, her protectors. If those are Hillary's and
Obama's friends, count us out. We will pray for you May‐Cooper.

K. Craine October 28, 2016 at 6:31 AM

OBAMA SABOTAGED HILLARY EMAIL INVESTIGATION, PROBABLY TO PREVENT HIM BEING A
WITNESS IN THE INVESTIGATION 

Fox & Friends. (Oct. 27, 2016). Judge Nap: Obama 'Lied Directly and Pointedly' to the
Nation About Hillary's Emails. Fox News.

FBI files show that President Obama used a pseudonym to exchange 18 emails with then‐
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.

Catherine Herridge reported last night that in order for Clinton, or anyone else, to
communicate with the president, the person's number or email address would have to be
cleared, or 'whitelisted'.

Obama has maintained, including in a March 2015 CBS interview, that he didn't know

Clinton used a private email server until it came out in news reports.

Emails released by WikiLeaks this week showed top Clinton aides scrambling on the issue,
with Cheryl Mills telling John Podesta in March 2015, "We need to clean this up. He has
emails from her ‐ they do not say state.gov." 

Full story:

     
Moore's new law firm)

9. Federal Circuit Bar  Association
("FCBA") (Federal Circuit's bar
association; second largest in the
U.S.; Facebook's law firms extert
much influence in its policy and
activity, incl. Fenwick & West LLP,
Gibson Dunn LLP, Orrick
Herrington LLP, Weil Gotschal LLP;
Facebook's large shareholder,
Microsoft, is a director; Federal
Circuit Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly is
an officer; FCBA made an
appearance in Leader  v. Facebook to
oppose the amicus curiae (friend of
the court) motion of Dr. Lakshmi
Arunachalam, former Director of
Network Architecture at Sun
Microsystems, in favor of Leader
Technologies and objecting to the
evident conflicts of interest within
the court itself, her motion was
denied, the judges refused to
disclose their conflicts which we now
know include Facebook and
Microsoft stocks)

10. DC  Bar  Association

11. Perk ins Coie  LLP (Facebook's
"rapid response enforcement team;"
law firm for Obama's chief counsels,
the husband and wife team of
Robert F. Bauer and Anita B. Dunn;
Bauer was identified on Aug. 1, 2013
as having directed the IRS targeting
of the Tea Party)

12. Stroz Friedberg  (Facebook’s
"forensic expert" who manipulated
the data in Paul Ceglia  v. Mark
Zuckerberg, and who first revealed
the existence of 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard emails that they
told Leader Technologies in 2009
were "lost")

13. Chandler  Law  Firm  Chartered
(Professor James P. Chandler, III,
principal; Leader Technologies
patent counsel; adviser to IBM and
David J. Kappos; adviser to Eric H.
Holder, Jr. and the U.S. Department
of Justice; author of the Economic
Espionage Act of 1996 and the
Federal Trade Secrets Act)

B. Facebook
attorneys  &
cooperating judges:  

14. Gordon K. Davidson  (Fenwick;
Facebook's securities and patent
attorney; Leader Technologies'
former attorney)

15. Christopher  P. King  ( aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka  Christopher-
Charles P. King, Fenwick & West
LLP)

16. Theodore  B. Olson  (Gibson
Dunn)

17. Thomas G. Hungar  (Gibson
Dunn)

18. Eric H. Holder, Jr. (Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)

19. James Cole  (Deputy Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)

20. Tony  West (Associate Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice; 2008

Obama California Campaign
Manager)

21. Robert F. Bauer  (Obama
Attorney; White House Chief
Counsel; directed IRS targeting of
the Tea Party; formerly and
currently employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team;" spouse is Anita
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http://insider.foxnews.com/2016/10/27/judge‐nap‐obama‐lied‐directly‐and‐pointedly‐
nation‐about‐hillarys‐emails

Reply

K. Craine October 28, 2016 at 6:32 AM

Email comment by Sharyl Attkisson:

Sharyl Attkisson. (Oct. 27, 2016). Clinton campaign efforts to “conflate” Benghazi with
email controversy. Full Measure. 

In October of 2015, the Hillary Clinton campaign team was working to blend together two
of her biggest controversies in the minds of voters: the email scandal and Benghazi.
According to emails leaked by Wikileaks, Clinton “consultants” felt it was “imperative” to
tie Clinton’s use of private email servers for government business–including classified
documents– to the broader Benghazi issue. They seemed to believe that could help
improve Clinton’s primary numbers in key states because the Benghazi investigations had
been successfully controversialized in the minds of many voters as a political witch hunt.
The discussion surrounded production of ads by three TV firms.

“I feel like we really need to understand whether voters will believe that we can
credibly conflate Benghazi and emails,” writes one Clinton campaign official, Oren Shur. 

Full story:

https://sharylattkisson.com/clinton‐campaign‐efforts‐to‐conflate‐benghazi‐with‐email‐
controversy/

Reply

K. Craine October 28, 2016 at 7:10 AM

Email comment by TEX:

History will show that Barack, Nancy Pelosi, Lois Lerner, Harry Reid, Hillary, John Kerry,
Eric Holder, FBI's Comey, and Huma Abedin are America's political equivalents to the
world's most notorious crime syndicates. The brilliance of the placement of these willing
law breakers is mind boggling. We know the puppet master, George Soros, has enough
money and enough hatred towards America to patiently and artfully create hundreds of
foundations and shadow organizations to obfuscate his plan to build a one world,
borderless order. Soros knows quite well that people enforce laws. If his people choose
not to enforce certain laws, then he is in control. The plan to publicly call law‐abiding
citizens names such as racists, homophobes, misogynists, xenophobes, or islamophobes is
very artful in itself. If I, a person that enjoys being in a law centered society, wants our
officials to enforce our laws, they call me one or more of these words. If I want all cities
to follow our laws, I am a hater. If I want our country to remain America, then I am a
perverted redneck, religious zealot, Nazi, low IQ hillbilly.  

Let's just talk ObamaCare. It was passed using an arcane Senate rule, in the middle of
the night, with all Democrats voting for it and all Republicans against it. The IRS , who
haunted all conservative non‐profits, was picked to enforce it. The Supreme Court was
split until Chief Justice Roberts actually changed one word from "fee" to "tax" and, voile!,
it became law. Ironically, Obama had vociferously argued that it wasn't a "tax" just weeks
before. We now see what the GOP saw and stated. It is flawed. It doesn't work. It set
medicine and insurance into a downward spiral that may not be fixable. 

And, how about the State Department being used as a tool to create Clinton family
wealth—while destroying law after law in its wake? Of course the DOJ and FBI found a
way to avoid enforcement. I wonder why. Obama never anticipated the corruptness of
the Clinton team but it reflected poorly for his" legacy" if this became an issue as he
served his final days in office. Sadly, laws do not enforce themselves. People do. And the
people we have as our leaders are massively corrupt. Is this the Democrat party that I
knew as a young man or is it the party hijacked by Saul Alinsky/ George Soros ? 

Donald Trump is not a pure man, and neither are you or I. He IS capable, however, of
beginning the process of cleaning the cesspool in DC. He is not tied to lobbyists or Wall
Street. They literally hate the guy. He doesn't need this ........ why is he doing it? Power?
No, he has that. Celebrity? No, he has that too. Money? No, he has that. Beautiful
women? Oh, he has that. A big plane? Check. Why? BECAUSE HE LOVES THIS COUNTRY!!!!!
And so do I, and so do you. Please contact every person you know and support the

platform Trump espouses for America.  

Have a deplorably great day you ignorant, hateful, racist, homophobic, misogynist,
xenophobes, gun toting, low IQ hillbillies, TEX=

Reply

enforcement team;  spouse is Anita
B. Dunn)

22. Anita  B. Dunn  (Obama Attorney;
White House Chief Counsel;
husband Robert F. Bauer directed
IRS targeting of the Tea Party,
formerly employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team")

23. Mary  L. Schapiro  (former
Chairman, Securities & Exchange
Commission (S.E.C.); holds
investments in 51 Facebook Club
basket funds)

24. James "Jamie"  Brigagliano
(former Deputy Director of the
Division of Trading and Markets at
the Securities and Exchange
Commission; Mary L. Schapiro's
chief lieutenant on "dark pool" rule
making)

25. Joseph  P. Cutler  (Perkins Coie)

26. David  P. Chiappetta  (Perkins
Coie)

27. James R. McCullagh  (Perkins
Coie)

28. Ramsey  M. Al-Salam  (Perkins
Coie)

29. Grant E. Kinsel (Perkins Coie)

30. Reeve  T. Bull (Gibson Dunn)

31. Heidi Keefe  (Cooley)

32. Michael G. Rhodes (Cooley; Tesla
Motors)

33. Elizabeth  Stameshk in  (Cooley)

34. Donald  K. Stern  (Cooley; Justice
Dept. advisor)

35. Mark  R. Weinstein  (Cooley)

36. Jeffrey  Norberg  (Cooley)

37. Ronald  Lemieux  (Cooley)

38. Craig W . Clark  (Blank Rome)

39. Tom  Amis (Cooley / McBee
Strategic)

40. Erich  Veitenheimer  (Cooley /
McBee Strategic)

41. Roel Campos (Cooley; former
Commissioner of the U.S. Securities
& Exchange Commission at the time
of the infamous Facebook 12(g)
exemption)

42. Lisa  T. Simpson  (Orrick)

43. Indra  Neel Chatterjee  (Orrick)

44. Samuel O'Rourke  (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)

45. Theodore  W . Ullyo t (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)

46. Amber  H. Rover, aka Amber  L.
Hagy  aka Amber  Hatfield  (Weil
Gotshal LLP; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's former client)

47. Edward  R. Reines (Weil Gotschal)

48. Trish  Harris (DC Bar Association)

49. Elizabeth  A. Herman  (DC Bar
Association)

50. Elizabeth  J. Branda  (DC Bar
Association)

51. David  J. Kappos (former Patent
Office Director; former IBM chief
intellectual property counsel;
ordered unprecedented 3rd reexam

of Leader Technologies' patent;
Obama political appointee)

52. Preetinder  ("Preet") Bharara
(U.S. Attorney Ceglia  v.
Zuckerberg; formerly of Gibson &
Dunn LLP; protects Zuckerberg)

53. Thomas J. Kim  (SEC Chief
Counsel)

54  Anne  Krauskopf  (SEC Special Sr
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K. Craine October 28, 2016 at 7:12 AM

Here is a link to TEX's sagacious comment:

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/10/hillarys‐foundation‐
director‐terry.html?showComment=1477663847563#c6034188902614176039

Cindy Rostankowski October 28, 2016 at 7:44 AM

As the wife of a pastor who hears confessions regularly, we must all remind
ourselves not to try and remove the speck in another person's eye while we
ignore the log in our own eye. So the choice of a president is about who among
us fallible human beings has the qualities and character to lead. 

What I've observed about Donald Trump is that he certainly has his flaws ‐‐ as
do each of us ‐‐ so the question is will these flaws hinder him from being
Commander in Chief?

From my perspective, I see a man who is being humbled by the challenge
placed before him by God ‐‐ just like God chose Samson and David ‐‐ they were
two flawed men who where willing to say YES to God and step up to the
challenge when the time came. 

This is a battle for the soul of our our American Constitution. It will take the
fortitude of a Donald Trump to tackle it. It will take a real man to wrestle
down the forces of darkness that are overtaking us. Could a woman do it?
Hypothetically, yes, but we don't have time for another failed experiment
right now. And certainly we cannot experiment with the Hillary woman. I am
all for a woman in the White House, just not this one. The way I see it, the
flaws we have heard about with Trump have been the growing pains of all of
us as we navigate through life. The key is, does he learn from his mistakes?

With regard to Hillary Clinton, the depths of the depravities are beyond
salvage as a leader of the free world. If we put her in the White House, it
seems to me the Rule of Law over the Rule of Man will take a stepwards 240
years.

God bless you all and may God have mercy on us for the millions of innocent
children we have killed since Roe v. Wade, not to mention the 500,000 Iraqi
children we starved to death at the hands of Madeleine Albright, Bill and
Hillary Clinton in the Iraq sanctions in 1995.

https://youtu.be/U4hk_xGXzl0

Rain Onyourparade October 28, 2016 at 8:17 AM

Someone asked a woman how she could vote for Trump, a “misogynist, a racist and a
bigot”.

Here is her answer:

Because I use my head to research and find out what candidates really are, not what the
media wants me to think.

•Because Donald Trump has more women in executive and managerial positions than any
comparable company, which tells me he is not a misogynist. 

•Because he pays these women the same or more than their male counterparts, which
tells me looks for capacity and skills in people, not color, gender or race.  

•Because he fought the West Palm Beach City Council to be able to open his newly
purchased club, so he could include blacks and Jews as members, who had been banned
until then. This tells me he is not a racist. 

•Because he has raised wonderful children who have turned out to be outstanding,
hardworking and compassionate adults. He must be doing something right. 

•Because his economic plans makes sense, are conservative in nature, and I vote based of
what is best for my family, my friends and my country.  

•Because everybody, the left and the right are afraid of him, the media is trying to
destroy his image, and even foreign governments are voicing their opinions, so he must
be doing something right. Clean house maybe? 

•Because I want a Supreme Court that will uphold the Constitution, not behave as
minions of the administration. I have had enough with judges who are more like political

54. Anne  Krauskopf  (SEC Special Sr.
Counsel)

55. John G. Roberts, Jr. (Chief
Justice, U.S. Supreme Court)

56. Jan Horbaly  (Federal Circuit,
Clerk of Court)

57. Kimberly  A. Moore  (Judge,
Federal Circuit)

58. Matthew  J. Moore  (Latham &
Watkins LLP; husband of Judge
Kimberly A. Moore)

59. Kathryn "Kathy"  Ruemmler
(Latham & Watkins LLP; White
House counsel)

60. Evan J. Wallach  (Judge, Federal
Circuit)

61. Alan D. Lourie  (Judge, Federal
Circuit)

62. Randall R. Rader  (Chief Judge,
Federal Circuit)

63. Terence  P. Stewart (Federal
Circuit Bar Association)

64. Leonard  P. Stark  (Judge,
Delaware U.S. District Court)

65. Richard  J. Arcara  (Judge, N.Y.
Western District, Ceglia  v. Holder  et
al)

66. Allen R. MacDonald
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
Office)

67. Stephen C. Siu  (Administrative
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)

68. Meredith  C. Petravick
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
Office)

69. James T. Moore  (Administratie
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)

70. Pinchus M. Laufer  (Sr. Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)

71. Kimberly  Jordan  (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)

72. Daniel J. Ryman  (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)

73. W illiam  J. Sto ffel (Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)

74. James C. Payne  (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)

75. Deandra  M. Hughes (Examiner,
Leader  v. Facebook reexamination)

76. Kathryn Walsh  Siehndel (FOIA
Counsel, U.S. Patent Office - bio and
conflicts log concealed)

77. Dennis C. Blair  (Director, U.S.
National Intelligence)

78. Dennis F. Saylor, IV  (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)

79. James E. Boasberg  (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)

80. James P. Chandler, III
(President, National Intellectual
Property Law Institute, NIPLI; The
Chandler Law Firm Chartered;
advisor to Asst. Att'y Gen. Eric H.
Holder, Jr., Dept. of Justice;
Member, National Infrastructure
Assurance Commission, NIAC;
advisor to Federal Circuit Chief

Judge Randall R. Rader; advisor to
Sen. Orrin Hatch; author, The
Federal Trade Secrets Act and the
Economic Espionage Act of 1996;
Leader Technologies' legal counsel,
along with Fenwick & West LLP)

C. Facebook  puppet
masters:  
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activists than law enforcers. 

•Because I fear for my family’s safety if the current trend of not confronting blatant
terrorism continues – which is a threat to our way of life. 

•Because I am fed up with the rampant corruption of this administration. Accountability
in government is paramount, and as this administration has demonstrated, it is a foreign
concept to them.

•Because I am fed up with the political correctness gone wild, and because Trump is not
afraid to say what everybody thinks but does not dare to say. A thug is a thug, regardless
of color, and that's it.  

•Because it is about time someone puts America's interests ahead of other countries.

•Because I know he recognizes and embraces America's exceptionalism, and will not tour
the World apologizing for who we are. That tells me he is a patriot.  

•Because, unlike HRC, he has actually held a job, worked hard and achieved success. 

•And last, but not least, because I am more offended by what Hillary does than by what
Trump says.  

Reply

K. Craine October 28, 2016 at 8:19 AM

Here is a URL to Rain's comment above:

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/10/hillarys‐foundation‐
director‐terry.html?showComment=1477667854792#c1556691639310299404

dave123 October 28, 2016 at 10:44 AM

Reddit Users Declare War On Hillary’s Paid Internet Trolls 

Read more: http://dailycaller.com/2016/10/27/reddit‐users‐declare‐war‐on‐
hillarys‐paid‐internet‐trolls/#ixzz4OP1xbe00

dave123 October 28, 2016 at 11:06 AM

Do You Think Liberal News Organizations Like The New York Times Has Completely
Covered Up All Of The Bombshells That Came Out Of The Podesta Emails? 

Read more: http://dailycaller.com/2016/10/27/the‐anatomy‐of‐a‐press‐cover‐
up/#ixzz4OP8Z3oTy 

Reply

K. Craine October 28, 2016 at 11:56 AM

Email comment by JM/GN:

Full Story:

Patricia Mazzel, Monique O. Madan, David Smiley. (Oct. 28, 2016). Two women busted for
election fraud in Miami‐Dade. Miami Herald.

A 74‐year‐old woman tasked with opening envelopes sent by Miami‐Dade County voters
with their completed mail ballots was arrested Friday after co‐workers caught her
illegally marking ballots, resulting in an unknown — but small — number of fraudulent
votes being cast for mayoral candidate Raquel Regalado. 

Investigators linked Gladys Coego, a temporary worker for the county elections

department, to two fraudulent votes, but they suspect from witness testimony that she
submitted several more.

Coego, of Westchester, turned herself in to the Turner Guilford Knight Correctional
Center on Friday morning. She was charged with two felony counts of marking another
person’s ballot. Her bond was set at $10,000. 

In a separate election‐fraud case, authorities also arrested a second woman Friday for
unlawfully filling out voter‐registration forms on behalf of United for Care, the campaign
to legalize medical marijuana in Florida

81. President Barack  Obama
(appointed Leonard P. Stark to the
judge's seat in Delaware Federal
District Court eight days after
Stark's court allowed Facebook to get
away with jury and court
manipulation of an on-sale bar
verdict which was attained without a
single piece of hard evidence; Barack
and Michelle Obama were evidently
protecting their 47 million "likes" on
Facebook)

82. Lawrence  "Larry"  Summers
(Harvard President who aided
Zuckerberg's light-speed rise to
prominence with unprecedented
Harvard Crimson coverage; Obama
bailout chief; Clinton Treasury
Secretary; World Bank Chief
Economist; "Special Advisor" to
Marc Andreessen in Instagram; co-
creator of the current Russian robber
baron economy; close 20-year
relationships with protégés Sheryl
Sandberg & Yuri Milner; aided in
recommendations that created the
Russian robber baron economy—and
Yuri Milner/DST/Asmanov's money
used to purchase Facebook stock)

83. James W . Breyer, Accel
Partners LLP; Facebook director;
client of Fenwick & West LLP since
the 1990's; apparently received
technology from other Fenwick
clients that was shuffled to
Zuckerberg, incl. Leader
Technologies' inventions)

84. David  Plouffe ; directed Obama's
2008 and 2012 campaigns; a self-
described "statistics nerd;" likely
directed the activities of the
Facebook Club; employed Robert F.
Bauer, Perkins Coii LLP in 2000 at
the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee

85. McBee  Strategic (one of the main
"private" arms responsible for
dolling out the billions in Obama
"green energy" stimulus funds;
partnered with Cooley Godward
LLP)

86. Mike  Sheehy  (Cooley-McBee
Strategic principal; former National
Security Adviser to House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi)

87. Nancy  Pelosi (U.S.
Congresswoman; appears to be
running political cover in the House
for Facebook, McBee Strategic,
Cooley Godward, Fenwick & West,
Breyers, etc.)

88. Harry  Reid  (U.S. Senator; Judge
Evan J. Wallach patron)

89. Thomas J. Kim  (SEC, Chief
Counsel & Assoc. Director) approved
Facebook's 500-shareholder
exemption on Oct. 14, 2007, one day
after it was submitted by Fenwick &
West LLP; Facebook used this
exemption to sell $3 billion insider
stock to the Russians Alisher
Asmanov, Yuri Milner, DST, Digital
Sky, Mail.ru which pumped
Facebook's pre-IPO valuation to
$100 billion; another Harvard grad,
Kim worked at Latham & Watkins
LLP which was the chief lobbyist for
the National Venture Capital
Association in 2002-2004 whose
Chairman was . . . James W. Beyer,
Accel Partners LLP; in other words
Breyer and Kim, both Harvard
grads, were associated at the time of
the Zuckerberg hacking and theft of
Leader Technologies' software code)

90. Ping Li (Accel Partners, Zuckerberg
handler)
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to legalize medical marijuana in Florida.

Full story:

http://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics‐government/election/article111029767.html

Reply

K. Craine October 28, 2016 at 12:02 PM

Email comment by JM/GN:

Julie Carey, David Culver. (Oct. 28, 2016). Man Accused With Filing Fake Voter Registration
Applications. NBC.

A former resident of Alexandria, Virginia, is facing up to 40 years in prison after he
allegedly used fake names to fill out voter registration applications.

Vafalay Massaquoi, 30, is facing four felony charges related to allegations of voter
registration fraud, the Commonwealth's Attorney's Office said. Each charge carries a
maximum of 10 years in prison. 

Ex‐Russian Official Died After Drinking, Falling in DC Hotel 

In the spring of 2016, Massaquoi was registering new voters as an employee of the New
Virginia Majority, an advocacy group aligned with the Democratic party. According to the
Commonwealth's Attorney, Massaquoi fabricated applications and used fake names to fill
out the registration forms. 

Full Story:

http://www.nbcwashington.com/news/politics/Man‐Accused‐With‐Filing‐Fake‐Voter‐
Registration‐Applications‐399027631.html 

Reply

Glenn Hamm October 28, 2016 at 1:16 PM

But we have not seen any emails of hillarys from WikiLeaks

Reply

K. Craine October 28, 2016 at 3:35 PM

Yes, we've notice that too.

dave123 October 28, 2016 at 3:35 PM

The Clinton campaign has refused to confirm the authenticity of the emails
and has sought to cast doubt on them at every turn, noting that the
exchanges were stolen by Russian hackers and could have been doctored. 
WELL THE PROOF OF THIS IS IN THE EMAILS THAT CLINTON SAYS WILL NOT BE
REALEST

K. Craine October 28, 2016 at 3:34 PM

Here are the videos posted today. Please download them for safekeeping in the event
they magically disappear. 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐10‐27‐Hillary‐and‐Armaggedon‐WTF‐Did‐I‐
Just‐Watch‐The‐Wildest‐Campaign‐Ad‐Ever‐by‐Alex‐Jones‐InfoWars‐Oct‐27‐2016.mp4 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐10‐27‐Chris‐Wallace‐on‐the‐Doug‐Band‐

Clinton‐Inc‐memorandum‐re‐WikiLeaks‐Fox‐News‐Oct‐27‐2016.mp4 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐10‐27‐Judge‐Nap‐Obama‐Lied‐Directly‐and‐
Pointedly‐to‐the‐Nation‐About‐Hillary‐s‐Emails‐Fox‐News‐Oct‐27‐2016.mp4 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐10‐27‐Judge‐Napolitano‐What‐happened‐
to‐the‐FBI‐It‐s‐been‐corrupted‐by‐Obama‐and‐his‐team‐Fox‐News‐Oct‐27‐2016.mp4

Reply

91. Jim  Swartz (Accel Partners;
Zuckerberg handler)

92. Sheryl K. Sandberg  (Facebook,
Summers protégé; Facebook
director)

93. Yuri Milner  (DST aka Digital Sky,
Summers protégé; former Bank
Menatep executive; Facebook
director)

94. Alisher  Asmanov  (DST aka Digital
Sky; Goldman Sachs Moscow
partner; Russian oligarch; Friend of
the Kremlin; Became the Richest
Man in Russia after the Facebook
IPO)

95. Marc L. Andreessen  (Zuckerberg
coach; client of Fenwick & West LLP
and Christopher P. King aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka  Christopher-
Charles P. King; Summers' sponsor
during Instagram-scam; Facebook
director)

96. Peter  Thiel (19-year old Zuckerberg
coach; PayPal; Facebook director;
CEO, Clarion Capital)

97. Clarion Capital (Peter Thiel)

98. Reid  G. Hoffman  (19-year old
Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; LinkedIn;
Facebook director)

99. Richard  Wolpert (Accel Partners)

100. Robert Ketterson  (Fidelity
Ventures; Fidelity Equity Partners;
Fidelity Ventures
Telecommunications & Technology)

101. David  Kilpatrick  (Business
Insider; "The Facebook Effect"; PR
cleanse-meister re. Facebook
origins)

102. Zynga/Groupon/LinkedIn/Squ
are/Instagram  ("Facebook
Money/Credits/Bitcoin" feeder
companies)

103. Tesla  Motors (received $465
million in Obama stimulus funds
and hired Cooley's Michael Rhodes
in the seven months before the
Leader  v. Facebook trial, just before
veteran Judge Joseph Farnan made
the surprise announcement of his
retirement, just six days after
Facebook's disasterous Markman
Hearing)

104. So lyndra  (received $535 million in
Obama stimulus at the
recommendation of the Cooley-
McBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)

105. BrightSource  (received $1.6
billion in Obama stimulus at the
recommendation of the Cooley-
McBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)

106. John P. Breyer  (father of James
W. Breyer; founder of IDG Capital
Partners - China; coached his son on
exploiting Western markets while he
quietly built a venture capital
business in China for the last 20
years; the real brain behind the
Breyer exploitations

107. IDG  Capital Partners (China)
(founded by John P. Breyer, the
father of James W. Breyer, Accel
Partners; the current launderer of
the tens of billions James W has
fleeced from the U.S. market from
the bailout, stimulus and the "pump
& dump" Facebook IPO schemes)

108. Goldman Sachs (received US
bailout funds; then invested with
DST in Facebook private stock via
Moscow; took Facebook public;
locked out American investors from
investing)
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K. Craine October 29, 2016 at 6:53 AM

Email comment by TEX:

The rot and stench of the Clintons total environment is so overwhelming that even the
friendly support from Obama's team, the main stream media, and the crooked law
enforcement surrogates are succumbing to the pressure that truth requires. 

Even us disgusting deplorables are shocked at the rot and stench attached to these
progressive icons. 

Have a great day of watching football and political maneuvering, TEX=

Reply

Arasmus Dragon October 29, 2016 at 8:54 AM

Old LYIN' LORETTA LYNCH JUST PLED THE FIFTH 

The people running our "Justice" Department are just two‐bit mobsters:

Congress: Attorney General Lynch ‘Pleads Fifth’ on Secret Iran ‘Ransom’
Payments 

Obama admin blocking congressional probe into cash payments to Iran

Loretta Lynch / AP

BY: Adam Kredo Follow @Kredo0 
October 28, 2016 11:22 am

Attorney General Loretta Lynch is declining to comply with an investigation by
leading members of Congress about the Obama administration’s secret efforts
to send Iran $1.7 billion in cash earlier this year, prompting accusations that
Lynch has “pleaded the Fifth” Amendment to avoid incriminating herself over
these payments, according to lawmakers and communications exclusively
obtained by the Washington Free Beacon. 

http://freebeacon.com/national‐security/attorney‐general‐lynch‐pleads‐fifth‐
secret‐iran‐ransom‐payments/

K. Craine October 29, 2016 at 6:56 AM

Email comment by Sharyl Attkisson:

Sharyl Attkisson. (Oct. 28, 2016). Wikileaks emails: Clinton strategists suggested attacking
McCain on his age in ’08. (He was about the age Clinton is today). Full Measure.

"He’s out of touch not just because he’s allied with Bush, but because he’s just old.–
Clinton strategists speaking of John McCain in 2008"

Hillary Clinton’s current strategists and campaign officials were plotting, in the 2008
campaign, ways to attack Republican presidential candidate John McCain on his age,
according to Wikileaks emails. At the time they considered McCain too “old”–he was about
two years older than Hillary Clinton is today:

Full story:

https://sharylattkisson.com/wikileaks‐emails‐clinton‐strategists‐suggested‐attacking‐
mccain‐on‐his‐age‐in‐08‐he‐was‐about‐the‐age‐clinton‐is‐today/

Reply

K. Craine October 29, 2016 at 7:03 AM

Email comment by JM:

Check out this company with such sweetness and light sounding name: THE CENTER FOR
TECHNOLOGY AND CIVIC LIFE.

... in other words: 

109. Morgan Stanley  (received US
bailout funds; took Facebook public;
probably participated in oversees
purchases of Facebook private stock
before IPO)

110. State  Street Corporation
(received U.S. taxpayer bailout
monies along with Goldman Sachs
and Morgan Stanley; consolodating
control of ATM banking networks
internationally

111. JP Morgan Chase  (received U.S.
taxpayer bailout monies along with
Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
State Street Corporation)

112. Lloyd  Blank fein  (Goldman Sachs,
CEO)

113. Jamie  Dimon  (JP MorganChase,
CEO)

114. Steve  Cutler  (JP MorganChase,
General Counsel)

115. Rodgin Cohen  (JP MorganChase,
Outside Counsel; Sullivan Cromwell,
LLP)

116. U.S. Securities &  Exchange
Commission  (granted Fenwick &
West's application on behalf of
Facebook for an unpredented
exemption to the 500 shareholder
rule; opened the floodgated for
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley
to make a private market in
Facebook pre-IPO insider stock;
facilitated the influx of billions of
dollars from "dubious" sources
associated with Russian oligarchs,
Alisher Asmanov and Yuri Milner,
and the Kremlin; Goldman Sachs is
a partner with this Moscow
company, Digital Sky Technologies,
aka DST, aka Mail.ru)

117. Jeff  Markey  (McBee Strategic
LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley
Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)

118. Steve  McBee  (McBee Strategic
LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley
Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)

119. Michael F. McGowan  (Stroz
Friedberg; Facebook forensic expert
who lied about his knowledge of the
contents of the 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard Email accounts)

120. Bryan J. Rose  (Stroz Friedberg;
Facebook forensic expert who lied
about his knowledge of the contents
of the 28 Zuckerberg hard drives
and Harvard Email accounts)

121. Dr. Saul Greenberg  (Facebook's
expert witness from the University
of Calgary; disingenuously waived
his hands and said he would be
"wild guessing" about the purpose of
a Java "sessionstate" import
statement (even Java newbies know
it is used for tracking a user while in
a web session); in short, Dr.

Greeberg lied to the jury, thus
discrediting his testimony)

122. Toni Townes-Whitley  (CGI
Federal; Michelle Obama's 1985
Princeton classmate; CGI "donated"
$47 million to the Obama campaign;
CGI won the no-bid contract to build
the www.healthcare.gov Obamacare
website; CGI shut off the security
features on Obama's reelection
donation sites to increase donations)

 CGI F l (US    f 
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Replies

Reply

THE CENTER FOR MORE WAYS TO SCREW YOU DEPLORABLES, SUCKERS:

http://www.techandciviclife.org/

Reply

K. Craine October 29, 2016 at 7:58 AM

Email comment by The Intercept
(the Guardian people who broke the Edward Snowden story)

Ryan Gallagher, Nicky Hager. (Oct. 23, 2010). PRIVATE EYES ‐ The Little‐Known Company
That Enables Worldwide Mass Surveillance. The Intercept. 

IT WAS A POWERFUL piece of technology created for an important customer. The Medusa
system, named after the mythical Greek monster with snakes instead of hair, had one
main purpose: to vacuum up vast quantities of internet data at an astonishing speed.

The technology was designed by Endace, a little‐known New Zealand company. And the
important customer was the British electronic eavesdropping agency, Government
Communications Headquarters, or GCHQ.

[GCHQ is the British version of the NSA. They work closely together.] 

Full story:

https://theintercept.com/2016/10/23/endace‐mass‐surveillance‐gchq‐governments/

Reply

dave123 October 29, 2016 at 1:37 PM

Billionaire Facebook Investor Peter Thiel Pours Money Into His "Utopia,"( New
Zealand) but its not the Utopia you are thinking its a spying Utopia Peter
Thiel, famous for making billions off Facebook knew facebook was a stolen idea
invested $3 million in online accounting firm Xero and invested $4 million in
Pacific fibre ‐optic cable from Australia to New Zealand to the US to Facebook
and on to the NSA and they are all in bed with George Soros and the Clinton
Foundation relationship (Cooper‐McAuliffe‐Clinton Emails) that FBI Deputy
Director Andrew McCabe failed to disclose after his wife took $675,000 from
McAuliffe GCHQ documents from 2010 and 2011 repeatedly mention the
Endace products while discussing the capture of “internet‐derived” data to
extract information about people’s usage of services such as Gmail, Hotmail,
WhatsApp, and Facebook. FACEBOOK IS NSA. HILLARY CLINTON IS A LIAR AND A
FRAUD!!!! http://www.leader.com/leader‐v‐facebook‐cv‐08‐862‐JJF‐
LPS/facebook/2012‐06‐27‐AFFIDAVIT‐OF‐DAVID‐LONDON‐EXHIBIT‐D‐Defendants‐
Motion‐to‐Enforce‐Settlement‐27‐Jun‐2012.pdf

DO THE COMMITTEES that oversee the vast U.S. spying apparatus take
intelligence community whistleblowers seriously? Do they earnestly
investigate reports of waste, fraud, abuse, professional negligence, or crimes
against the Constitution reported by employees or contractors working for
agencies like the CIA or NSA? For the last 20 years, the answer has been a
resounding “no.” https://theintercept.com/2016/10/27/when‐cia‐and‐nsa‐
workers‐blow‐the‐whistle‐congress‐plays‐deaf/

K. Craine October 30, 2016 at 6:08 AM

Email comment by MK:

DOCUMENTATION OF VOTE FLIPPING 

Staff. (Oct. 25, 2016). BEWARE: Voters Report Their Ballot Is Being Switched From Trump
To Hillary. CT. 

Democrats have publicly dismissed the notion of a rigged election, but recently released
hacked emails and Project Veritas Action videos confirmed that they were determined to
win the presidential election — by hook or by crook.

Voters in at least two Texas towns have reported that voting machines switched their
votes for Republicans to votes for Democrat candidates. Luckily, in each case, the voters
noticed the switch and had it corrected.

123. CGI Federal (US division of a
Canadian company; Donated $47
million to Obama's reelection, then
received the no-bid contract to build
the ill-fated Obamacare website;
Michelle Obama's Princeton
classmate, Toni Townes-Whitely, is a
Senior Vice President of CGI; the
website is replete with social
features and links to Facebook)

124. Kathleen Sebelius (Obama's
Secretary of Health & Human
Services since 2009 responsible for
$678 million Obamacare
implementation; made the decision
to hire CGI Federal on a no-bid
contract despite the evident conflict
of interest with Michelle Obama and
$47 million in Obama campaign
donations by CGI; the website is
replete with social features and links
to Facebook)

125. Todd  Y . Park  (White House Chief
Technology Officer (CTO); former
CTO for Health & Human Services;
chief architect of HealthCare.gov;
founder, director, CEO,
Athenahealth, Inc.; founder,
director, CEO, Castlight Health, Inc.)

126. Frank  M. Sands, Sr. / Frank  M.
Sands, Jr. (Founder and CEO,
respectively, of Sands Capital
Management LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 13G acquisition
reports for Athenahealth, Inc.,
Baidu, Inc. (ADR) and Facebook
stock during 2012; masked the
association of Todd Y. Park with
Athenahealth, Inc. and Baidu, Inc.,
and the association of both of those
companies with the Facebook IPO
fraud)

127. Robin "Handsome  Reward"
Yangong Li (CEO, Baidu, Inc.
(ADR); appointed Jan. 2004, the
same month that Mark Zuckerberg
obtained Leader Technologies' social
networking source code to start
Facebook; Robin Y . Li is very likely
associated with John P. and James
W. Breyer through their Chinese
entities, including IDG Capital
Partners, IDG-Accel and other
variants; Li appointed a junior
attorney from Fenwick & West LLP,
Palo Alto/Mountain View, namely
Parker Zhang, to be his "Head of
Patents;" Fenwick & West LLP
represented both Leader
Technologies, Inc. and Accel Partners
LLC in 2002-2003 and had Leader's
source code in their files.)

128. Parker  Zhang  ("Head of Patents"
at Baidu, Inc. (ADR), appointed in
approx. May 2012; formerly a junior
Associate attorney at Fenwick &
West LLP; graduate from Michigan
Law in 2005)

129. Penny  S. Pritzker  (Secretary,
Department of Commerce; replaced
Rebecca M. Blank; holds over $24
million in Facebook "dark pools"
stock, most notably in Goldman
Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
JPMorgan)

130. Rebecca  M. Blank  (Secretary,
Department of Commerce; oversaw
the dubious Leader v. Facebook
activities of the Patent Office
Director, David J. Kappos, who held
over one million dollars in Facebook
"dark pools" during the Leader  v.
Facebook proceedings; Kappos
purchased this stock within weeks of
his surprise recess appointment by
President Obama; Kappos also was
formerly employed by IBM, who sold
Facebook 750 patents during the
Leader  v. Facebook proceedings;
right before leaving the Patent
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Reply

Full Story:

http://conservativetribune.com/switched‐from‐trump‐to‐hillary/

Reply

K. Craine October 30, 2016 at 7:37 AM

Fox & Friends. (Oct. 28, 2016). Judge Jeanine: WikiLeaks Exposed Hillary's 'World of Dark
Secrecy'. Fox News Insider.  

The American people are finally realizing that Hillary Clinton has been operating in a
"world of dark secrecy" throughout her political career, Judge Jeanine Pirro said this
morning. 

In her weekly Friday morning chat with Fox & Friends, the host of Justice explained that
the John Podesta's hacked emails ‐ released by WikiLeaks ‐ are showing that Clinton's
experience isn't necessarily a positive. 

Full video/story:

http://insider.foxnews.com/2016/10/28/judge‐jeanine‐wikileaks‐exposed‐hillarys‐world‐
dark‐secrecy

Reply

K. Craine October 30, 2016 at 8:57 AM

Email comment by JM:

Go through the WikiLeaks. Find the smoking gun documents and reveal them.  

https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/

The FBI announcement on Friday was a false flag to divert attention from the continuing
WikiLeaks revelations that will take down Hillary AND Obama: 

Alex Jones. (Oct. 30, 2016). BREAKING: Feds Leak Details of New Clinton
Investigation/Weinergate ‐ Could this be the end of Hillary's campaign? InfoWars. 

The FBI has reopened their investigation of Hillary Clinton after discovering new
information on the electronic devices of Anthony Weiner. Could this be the end of
Hillary’s campaign or is it a distraction to draw attention from more serious crimes and
corruption within our government?

Full story:

http://www.infowars.com/breaking‐feds‐leak‐details‐of‐new‐clinton‐
investigationweinergate/

Reply

K. Craine October 30, 2016 at 10:30 AM

Email comment by GH:

https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/?
q=&mfrom=&mto=&title=&notitle=&date_from=&date_to=&nofrom=&noto=&coun
t=50&sort=6#searchresult

K. Craine October 30, 2016 at 10:33 AM

Email comment by GH:

Staff. (Oct. 29, 2016). BREAKING: Hillary Got Politically Annihilated… WikiLeaks Just
Released A List With ISIS Donors. Ending The Fed. 

WikiLeaks just finished the job that started few months ago! She is not going to survive
this. It’s too much! Pure treason. 

According to Conservative Daily Post: 

right before leaving the Patent
OFfice, Kappos also ordered an
unprecedented 3rd reexamination of
Leader's patent without even
identifying claims)

131. Mary  L. Schapiro  (Chairman,
Securities & Exchange Commission;
holds 51 Facebook "dark pools" stocks
which held stock in Facebook, Baidu
and more than a dozen Facebook
crony companies; failed to regulate
the "dark pools;" failed to disclose
her substantial conflict of interest in
regulating the run up to the
Facebook IPO)

132. Robert C. Hancock  (Chief
Compliance Officer, Sands Capital
Management, LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth,
Baidu and Facebook during the
period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of
interest of Todd Y. Park, who was
appointed by President Obama to be
the U.S. Chief Technology Officer
during this same period; Todd Y.
Park is/has been founder, director
and CEO of both Athenahealth and
Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
deeply embedded the software from
Athenahealth and Castlight Health
into HealthCare.gov when he was
CTO at Health & Human Services;
none of these conflicts of interest
were disclosed; Todd Y. Park's ethics
pledges and reports are missing
from the Office of Government
Ethics)

133. Jonathan Goodman  (Chief
Counsel, Sands Capital
Management, LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth,
Baidu and Facebook during the
period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of
interest of Todd Y. Park, who was
appointed by President Obama to be
the U.S. Chief Technology Officer
during this same period; Todd Y.
Park is/has been founder, director
and CEO of both Athenahealth and
Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
deeply embedded the software from
Athenahealth and Castlight Health
into HealthCare.gov when he was
CTO at Health & Human Services;
none of these conflicts of interest
were disclosed; Todd Y. Park's ethics
pledges and reports are missing
from the Office of Government
Ethics; Goodman was formerly
employed by Gibson Dunn LLP,
Facebook appeals counsel in Leader
v. Facebook)

134. Trip  Adler  ("Co-Founder" of
Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of
Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious
orgins story, like Zuckerberg's;
Scribd held AFI documents for two
years, then summarily deleted the
entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library
contained only public documents
and much evidence proving the
Leader  v. Facebook judicial
corruption)

135. Jared  Friedman ("Co-Founder" of
Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of
Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious
orgins story, like Zuckerberg's;
Scribd held AFI documents for two
years, then summarily deleted the
entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library
contained only public documents
and much evidence proving the
Leader  v. Facebook judicial
corruption)

136  Jeffrey  Wadsworth  (CEO
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Barack Hussein Obama and Hillary Clinton are the founders of ISIS. We have proven that
through emails and documents leaked from WikiLeaks, but liberal media outlets still
refuse to cover it.

After all, they are still more focused on what Trump said eleven years ago than what
Hillary has actually done.

Because of brave patriots like Julian Assange, we have been given more evidence that
Hillary Clinton is more connected to ISIS than we originally believed.

Full story:

http://endingthefed.com/breaking‐hillary‐got‐politically‐annihilated‐wikileaks‐just‐
released‐a‐list‐with‐isis‐donors.html

Reply

dave123 October 30, 2016 at 11:34 AM

Government watchdog Judicial Watch has issued a Freedom of Information Act Lawsuit
against the FBI demanding the release of documents surrounding the secret July meeting
between former President Bill Clinton and Attorney General Loretta Lynch. The meeting
took place on Lynch's private plane at Sky Harbor Airport in Phoenix and lasted for more
than 30 minutes.

Reply

dave123 October 31, 2016 at 12:59 AM

Secondary verification by google.com DKIM key Facebook founder supports Keystone XL
and Arctic drilling
From:feedback@lcv.org To: john.podesta@gmail.com Date: 2013‐05‐01 16:45 Subject:
Facebook founder supports Keystone XL and Arctic drilling  
Hold on a sec, John. Did we just hear that correctly? Is the political group backed by
Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg launching a seven‐figure ad campaign that supports drilling
in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge and building the risky Keystone XL tar sands
pipeline?
This makes no sense, but it's true. And there's no way, as avid Facebook users, that we're
gonna let him get away with this. Tell Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg to ditch his dirty
energy ads now. Sign our petition here: http://action.lcv.org/site/R?
i=XD7eeHjZWTCPnEwmNlZYwg 

. Zuckerberg has led a bunch of tech industry leaders in launching a political group
called FWD.us, which is supposed to be focused on building support for immigration
reform. But for their first big TV ads they have decided to run messages that applaud
legislators for supporting the dangerous Keystone XL tar sands pipeline and pushing for
drilling in the Arctic Refuge.SO WHAT IS FWD An organising projects and digital campaigns
from across Australia and the globe. We’ll go deep to debrief the Australian and US
Elections, learn new tactics from the corporate sector like Arctic drilling and risky
Keystone XL tar sands pipeline? 
Seriously, what the heck are they thinking? This is a group of people who understand the
importance of technology, innovation, and science. They should be leading the fight on
climate change and clean energy innovation, not bankrolling ads for dirty energy
projects.Facebook depends on the millions of users that come to it each day to share
about their lives and their passions. A major part of their user base is made up of people
who care about the environment

Reply

K. Craine October 31, 2016 at 5:50 AM

FBI BRIBED BY MCAULIFFE

Bob Price. (Oct. 30, 2016). FBI Investigation Into Bribery With Clinton Foundation Spans
Nation, Multiple Field Offices, Says WSJ. Breitbart.

FBI Investigation Into Bribery With Clinton Foundation Spans Nation, Multiple Field Offices,

Says WSJ

FBI investigators from across the country have been following leads into reports of
bribery involving the Clinton Foundation. Multiple field offices have been involved in the
investigation.

A report in Sunday’s Wall Street Journal (WSJ) by Devlin Barrett revealed that agents
assigned to the New York field office have been carrying the bulk of the work in
investigating the Clinton Foundation. They have received assistance from the FBI field
office in Little Rock according to “people familiar with the matter, the WSJ reported.
Other offices, including Los Angeles and Washington, D.C., have been collecting evidence
regarding “financial crimes or influence‐peddling.”

136. Jeffrey  Wadsworth  (CEO,
Battelle Memorial Institute;
President, Ohio State University
Board of Trustees; former Deputy
Director of Science & Technologies,
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, University of California
Board of Trustees)

137. Michael V. Drake  (President, The
Ohio State University; former
Chancellor, University of California,
Irvine)

138. Woodrow  A. Myers (Chief
Medical Officer, Wellpoint, Inc.;
formerly Corporate Operations
Officer, Anthem Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Indiana)

139. Alex  R. Fischer  (aka Alexander
Ross Fischer; Trustee, The Ohio
State University; former Sr. Vice
President, Battelle Memorial
Institute; Chairman, OmniViz;
married to Lori Barreras)

140. Chris Glaros (author of the
discredited Waters Report re. The
Ohio State University Marching
Band; protege of Eric H. Holder, Jr.,
Professor James P. Chandler, III,
and Algernon L. Marbley)

141. Lori Barreras (Commissioner,
Ohio Civil Rights Commission;
former Vice President of Human
Resources, The Ohio State
University; former Vice President,
Battelle Memorial Institute; married
to Alex R. Fischer)

142. David  Vaughn  (Criminal Attorney,
David Vaughn Consulting Group;
former Assistant U.S. Attorney;
appointed to the discredited Waters
Commission at Ohio State)

143. Betty  Montgomery  (former Ohio
Attorney General; appointed to the
discredited Waters Commission at
Ohio State; accepted campaign
contributions from Woodrow A.
Myers, Wellpoint, Inc. and friend of
Michael V. Drake)

144. Joseph  A. Steinmetz (Provost,
The Ohio State University; author of
Psychological Science article on
MOOC (Massive Open Online
Course) that triggered the discovery
of massive double-dealing and fraud
within the Ohio State trustees)

D. Facebook  boy-
puppets:  

145. Mark  E. Zuckerberg

146. Chris Hughes

147. Dustin Moskowitz

148. Eduardo  Saverin

149. Matthew  R. Cohler

150. Elon Musk  

E. Corruption  Watch
—Patent Office
Judges:   

151. Anderson, Gregg

152. Best, George

153. Bonilla, Jack ie  W .

154. Boucher, Patrick

155. Braden, Georgianna  W .

156. Branch, Gene

157. Bisk , Jennifer  Bresson

158. Bui, Hung H.

159. Busch, Justin

160. Clements, Matt
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As far back as February 2016, FBI agents made the presentation to the Department of
Justice (DOJ), the WSJ’s sources stated. “The meeting didn’t go well,” they wrote. While
some sources said the FBI’s evidence was not strong enough, others believed the DOJ
had no intention of going any further from the start. Barrett wrote that the DOJ officials
were “stern, icy and dismissive of the case.”

Full story:

http://www.breitbart.com/texas/2016/10/30/fbi‐investigation‐bribery‐clinton‐foundation‐
spans‐nation‐multiple‐field‐offices‐says‐wsj/

Reply

K. Craine October 31, 2016 at 5:57 AM

Email comment by TEX:

Just a few weeks ago the Democrats were crowing about the end of the GOP.....it was
over. Trump had killed the party. The path was open and clear for the installation of the
global centrally planned elitist movement. Finally the "deplorables" that love the dumb
idea of an old Constitution, a system of laws based on powers greater than man, and men
being men and women being women, were doomed. 

Oops......

Have a deplorable day, TEX= 

Reply

K. Craine October 31, 2016 at 6:03 AM

GOOD SUMMARY OF THE CASES INVOLVING HILLARY CLINTON AND THE CLINTON
FOUNDATION 

Email comment by Sharyl Attkisson:

Sharyl Attkisson/ (Oct. 30, 2016). Four FBI Probes Related to the Clintons. Full Measure. 

1. Clinton Foundation
2. Anthony Weiner sexting 
3. Hillary Clinton email
4. Virginia Governor Terry McAuliffe 

Full story:

https://sharylattkisson.com/four‐fbi‐probes‐related‐to‐the‐clintons/

Reply

K. Craine October 31, 2016 at 6:41 AM

Email comment by JM:

LOL. The Dems have been violating the Hatch Act for decades, now they want to rely on
it. These people are despicable criminals.

For the outdated criminal Harry Reid to be yelling that Comey is breaking the law
appears to be an Establishment Rep/Dem setup to contest the election. Otherwise, Reid
would keep his lying mouth shut. There is an ambush of the Constitution about to
happen. Mark my words.

Solange Reyner. (Oct. 30, 2016). Harry Reid: Comey May Have Broken Law. Newsmax. 

FBI Director James Comey’s actions announcing that his office was reviewing additional
emails related to the investigation into Hillary Clinton’s mishandling of government

information 11 days before the presidential election may have violated a federal law,
Senate Democratic Leader Harry Reid said according to a report published Sunday. 

"I am writing to inform you that my office has determined that these actions may violate
the Hatch Act," Reid wrote in a letter he was preparing to send to Comey according to
The Wall Street Journal. "Through your partisan actions, you may have broken the law." 

Full story:

http://www.newsmax.com/Politics/james‐comey‐fbi‐hillary‐clinton‐presidential‐
election/2016/10/30/id/756047/

Reply

160. Clements, Matt

161. Crumbley, Kit

162. Droesch, Kristen

163. Elluru, Rama

164. Fitzpatrick , Michael

165. Gerstenblith, Bart A.

166. Giannetti, Thomas L.

167. Guest, Rae  Lynn

168. Hastings, Karen M.

169. Hoff, Marc

170. Horner, Linda

171. Hughes, James R.

172. Hume, Larry

173. James, Housel

174. Jung, Hung J.

175. Kamholz, Scott

176. Katz, Deborah

177. Lucas, Jay

178. MacDonald, Allen R. (bio
unavailable) – Leader  3rd reexam
judge (bio and conflicts log concealed
by FOIA)

179. Mahaney, Alexandra

180. Martin, Brett

181. McKone, Dave

182. McNamara, Brian

183. Medley, Sally

184. Moore, Bryan

185. Moore, James T – Leader  3rd
reexam judge (bio and conflicts log
concealed by FOIA)

186. Morgan, Jason V.

187. Morrison, John

188. Pak , Chung K.

189. Perry, Glenn J.

190. Petravick , Meredith  C. (bio and
conflicts log concealed by FOIA) –
Leader  3rd reexam judge

191. Pettigrew, Lynne

192. Praiss, Donna

193. Quinn, Miriam

194. Reimers, Annette

195. Saindon, W illiam

196. Scanlon, Patrick

197. Siu, Stephen C. – Leader  3rd
reexam judge (bio and conflicts log
concealed by FOIA)

198. Smith, James Donald

199. Smith, Neil

200. Snedden, Sheridan

201. Song, Daniel

202. Spahn, Gay  Ann

203. Strauss, Mike

204. Timm, Catherine

205. White, Stacey

206. Zecher, Michael

Research  Tip:
Type any name or subject in the Google
search at the top of this webpage. That will
show you any relevant links within the sites
that we have been following and
investigating in the Leader  v. Facebook
case. Vigilance everyone! Our American
Republic is at risk.

HOW TO FILE A FRAUD
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Replies

dave123 October 31, 2016 at 12:07 PM

Eric Holder, Harry Reid and dozens of former federal prosecutors have written
letters criticizing the FBI director. And Howard Fineman writes how the
developments are the unmasking of Comey. [Howard Fineman, HuffPost]

K. Craine October 31, 2016 at 6:47 AM

Email comment by JM/GH:

Steve Watson. (Oct. 31, 2016). Former Assistant FBI Diretor: The Clintons are a crime
family ‐ “It’s like organized crime. I mean the Clinton Foundation is a cesspool.” InfoWars. 

A former assistant FBI Director has slammed Hillary Clinton and the Clinton Foundation,
saying that it is a “cesspool” and that the family is like an organized crime syndicate.

Appearing on a John Catsimatidis’ radio show in the wake of the FBI reopening the case
into Hillary Clinton’s home brew email server, James Kallstrom made the remarks while
praising GOP nominee Donald Trump as a ‘good human being’ and a ‘patriot’. 

“The Clintons, that’s a crime family, basically,” Kallstrom, a 27 year FBI veteran, said.
“It’s like organized crime. I mean the Clinton Foundation is a cesspool.” 

Full story:

http://www.infowars.com/former‐assistant‐fbi‐director‐the‐clintons‐are‐a‐crime‐family/ 

Reply

K. Craine October 31, 2016 at 7:06 AM

Email comment by GH:

Daily Caller. (Oct. 31, 2016). REPORT: DOJ TRIED REPEATEDLY TO KILL FBI’S CLINTON
FOUNDATION INVESTIGATION ‐ A bombshell report from The Wall Street Journal. InfoWars. 

Senior‐level Justice Department officials pushed back heavily on an ongoing FBI
investigation of the Clinton Foundation, according to a bombshell report from The Wall
Street Journal.

The newspaper laid out numerous examples, based on law enforcement sources, of
senior DOJ officials intervening to quash the probe.

Prosecutors with the U.S. attorneys office in the Eastern District of New York — which
Loretta Lynch led before taking over as attorney general last year — refused to allow FBI
investigators probing the Clinton family charity to review emails found on devices turned
over this year by two of Clinton’s lawyers during the separate investigation into the
mishandling of classified information on Clinton’s private email system. 

Full story:

http://www.infowars.com/report‐doj‐tried‐repeatedly‐to‐kill‐fbis‐clinton‐foundation‐
investigation/

Reply

K. Craine October 31, 2016 at 7:22 AM

Comey's action is a false flag!!! These Weiner emails are a diversion from the WikiLeaks
revelations and the actions to stop voter fraud. For Hillary to call for the Weiner email
releases is a signal that they're going to use them to show where is nothing there. Comey
was forced to take this act to save his job and support the criminal enterprise agenda of
Obama, Hillary and Soros IMHO. Then, when real Americans call foul and Obama will
suspend the government under some marshal law authority after We the People rightly
call the election a fraud.

Reply

dave123 October 31, 2016 at 1:48 PM

The following universities were announced
as participants in Ohio State Provost Joseph
A. Steinmetz's corrupt MOOC education
initiative named "University Innovation
Alliance" (UIA). We have identified the
instructions and online forms you need to
file a complaint with the participants. MOOC
stands for "Massive Open Online Course."

You should complain about:

(1) the intellectual property theft of social
networking source code from Leader
Technologies, Columbus, Ohio that is the
software engine running the UIA;

(2) the corruption at Ohio State University
and OSU's collusion with Battelle Memorial
Institute which helped steal the software
being used by UIA; and

(3) the mistreatement of OSU Marching Band
Director Jon Waters regarding fabricated
Title IX charges that were used to pave the
way for Steinmetz to announce UIA.

Universities pride themselves on protection
of intellectual property.

Therefore, these universities cannot
participate in this abuse of inventor
copyrights, patents and trade secrets by The
Ohio State Trustees and Administration. If
these universities participate knowingly with
Ohio State in its theft of intellectual
property, then they are aiding and abetting
the theft of intellectual property on a
"massive" scale... Massive Open Online
Course (MOOC) also known as The Eclipse
Foundation.

1. ARIZONA
Arizona State University
https://www.azag.gov/consumer/procedure  
https://www.azag.gov/complaints/consumer

2. CALIFORNIA
University of California Riverside
California State System (observer)
http://www.oig.ca.gov/  
http://www.oig.ca.gov/pages/about‐us/how‐
to‐file‐a‐complaint.php 
http://www.oig.ca.gov/pages/about‐
us/complaint‐form.php

3. FLORIDA 
University of Central Florida 
http://www.floridaoig.com/  
http://www.fldoe.org/ig/complaint.asp  
http://app1.fldoe.org/IGComplaint/Complain
tForm.aspx

4. GEORGIA
Oregon State University

http://oig.georgia.gov/ 
http://oig.georgia.gov/file‐complaint

5. INDIANA
Purdue University
http://www.in.gov/ig/2330.htm

6. IOWA 
Iowa State University
http://www.state.ia.us/government/ag/file_
complaint/online_2.html

7. MICHIGAN
Michigan State University

HOW TO FILE A FRAUD
COMPLAINT AGAINST A
UNIVERSITY
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"FBI Director James Comey’s promise to the American people of transparency
about the FBI’s investigation of Clinton was an empty promise – otherwise we
wouldn’t be in federal court seeking this information,” Judicial Watch
President Tom Fitton released in a statement. “An air of corruption surrounds
the FBI/Justice Department investigation of Hillary Clinton and so, through this
lawsuit, Judicial Watch is investigating the investigators.”  
FBI agents reportedly told the New York Post they believe some kind of deal
was struck during the meeting between Clinton and Lynch.
Sources said they had never heard of the “Case Briefing Acknowledgment”
form being used before, although all agents must initially sign nondisclosure
agreements to obtain security clearance.
“This is very, very unusual. I’ve never signed one, never circulated one to
others,” said one retired FBI chief.
Meanwhile, FBI agents expressed their “disappointment” over FBI Director
James Comey’s decision not to recommend charges against Clinton, sources
close to the matter told The Post. 
“FBI agents believe there was an inside deal put in place after the Loretta
Lynch/Bill Clinton tarmac meeting,” said one source. 

dave123 October 31, 2016 at 4:07 PM

Clinton Chief Wanted ‘Decoy’ Leak After Email Scandal Broke 

Read more: http://dailycaller.com/2016/10/31/wikileaks‐clinton‐chief‐wanted‐
decoy‐leak‐after‐email‐scandal‐broke/#ixzz4OhtqHWdD

dave123 November 1, 2016 at 4:47 AM

The newest emails reveal that:

Hillary's campaign colluded with the Justice Department to get ahead of the
imminent private server hearings. 
CNN commentator, and now DNC chair, Donna Brazile, provided Hillary with
questions in advance of the primary debate. 
The Clinton campaign tried to use Benghazi to distract from, and bury the
private server scandal.
The emails confirm that Hillary and her team colluded with both the media
and the Justice Department to bury the truth on all fronts.

K. Craine November 1, 2016 at 5:33 AM

Email comment by TEX:

Hillary says that her issues are vast Right Wing conspiracies. Flávia asked me about the
definition of a Right Wing Conspiracy. Here it is :  

Weiner used his right wing to text nasty pictures to vulnerable kids. Huma hid emails on
his computer because she wanted protection just in case Hillary threw her under the
bus. Duh !

Ambassador Chris Stevens was killed in Benghazi because Hillary failed to use her right
wing to pick up the phone to call for help from our powerful military.  

Hillary has a right to wing lies at her pleasure regardless of what the truth is and who it
hurts. 

She uses her right wing to grab wealth from Clinton Foundation and their pay to play
insiders.

Slick Willy uses his right wing ( and left wing) to grope women.  

Interestingly enough , the Right Wing nut‐cakes do not support Trump. The reason ?
Trump will attack their little fiefdoms just like his intentions to go after the Left Wing
nut‐cakes. The media is still trying to cover her lies, Obama is holding his nose and
stumping for her, and her surrogates are risking prison time. That's the conspiracy, folks.  
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dave123 November 1, 2016 at 8:35 AM

. ‘The Huffington Post’ colluded with Hillary 

g   y
http://www.mfia.state.mi.us/OIG/SubmitCom
plaint.aspx?ComplaintMode=client

8. OHIO
The Ohio State University
http://watchdog.ohio.gov/FileaComplaint.asp
x

9. ORGEON
Oregon State University
https://justice.oregon.gov/forms/consumer_
complaint.asp 
https://justice.oregon.gov/consumercomplai
nts/

10. KANSAS
The University of Kansas
http://www.fraudguides.com/report/kansas.
asp 
https://ag.ks.gov/about‐the‐office/contact‐
us/email‐us 
https://ag.ks.gov/about‐the‐office/contact‐
us/file‐a‐complaint/koma‐kora‐investigation‐
request

11. TEXAS
The University of Texas 
http://www.tdcj.state.tx.us/divisions/oig/oig
_fraud.html 
https://sao.fraud.state.tx.us/Hotline.aspx

Let's make sure that the "University
Innovation Alliance (UIA)" and "Massive Open
Online Course" MOOC never get off the
ground due to their corrupt foundations.
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•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/5988

•“I am committed to make sure she is elected as the next President of United States. I
am reaching out to my friends to raise money for her campaign. Please let me know if I
can be of any service to you.”

•No doubt the entirety of Huffington Post is in it for Hillary when they display their
"disclaimer" ("Donald Trump is a racist, sexist, homophobe Hitler" or something along
these lines) under every "article.”

•The author of this email once an "article" on the Huffington Post that Trump was “a
sorcerer and a wizard”. Yes... Huffington Post actually published this. That's why no one
takes The Huffington Post seriously. 

Reply

dave123 November 1, 2016 at 7:37 PM

List of reporters that Hillary wined and dined, including biggest 

journalists and pundits of CNN, ABC, NBC, MSNBC, NY Times, and a lot more.
Off the record.

•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/12063

•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/10353
•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/23958 (another dinner with 25)
•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/26404
•"20 reporters who will closely cover the campaign (aka the bus)"
•"Off the record" dinner with 25 press attendees.”
•“Hi John ‐ I just wanted to thank you again for your hospitality last night. You
were so kind to open your home to us, and the food was as fantastic as
promised (everyone at the White House raves about your dinners). I really
appreciated the opportunity to connect with a number of folks from Team
Clinton. The evening was a great way to kick off this crazy adventure. Thank
you, and I hope we'll cross paths again soon. Best, Colleen Colleen McCain
Nelson The Wall Street Journal” 

•No wonder the mainstream media has been shilling so hard for Hillary. 
•The first link is the list of media personalities who went to the "off the
record" private party in the personal home of John Podesta. Includes many
corrupt, in‐the‐tank‐for‐Hillary journalists like John Heillman, Mark Halperin,
Maggie Haberman (colluding in other emails with the Hillary campaign) and
many others (Diane Sawyer, George Stephanopoulos, Mika Brzezinski, and so
many more).
•The largest amount of invitees who said yes to the private party are from the
New York Times, Bloomberg, MSNBC, and CNN. Seems to nicely reflect the
level of corruption and pro‐Hillary bias. This is April 2015 so they were
influencing journalists for a long time and their investment has clearly paid
off.

dave123 November 1, 2016 at 8:49 AM

Politico’s Glenn Thrush colluding with Hillary’s campaign, admits to being a "hack" 

•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/12681

•“sorry to bother… Because I have become a hack I will send u the whole section that
pertains to u. Please don't share or tell anyone I did this. Tell me if I fucked up anything" 
•He sends a huge part of the article to John Podesta. Absolutely disgraceful. Podesta
approves the section of course which showed him in a very positive light to begin with.
•Don't worry Glenn Thrush of the Politico. I'm sure Podesta won't tell anyone you did this. 
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dave123 November 1, 2016 at 8:57 AM

Trouble with NBC so they call Chuck Todd to take care of it 
•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/12196

•https://wikileaks.org/dnc‐emails/emailid/13718
•"This is the LAST straw. Please call Phil a Griffin. This is outrageous. She needs to
apologize."
•“Not sure it will help, but I called Chuck Todd (as head of political unit) to let him know
how outrageous and ludicrous this was and that our side of the house is watching to see
how NBC handles this.”
•Debbie Wasserman‐Schultz, the chair of the Democratic National Committee, was livid
when she was criticized by the MSNBC host Mika Brzezinski. She then called for
Brzezinski to “apologize” and told her co‐worker Chuck Todd “this must stop.” Even the
DNC chair complained to MSNBC’s president. 
•Just more media collusion.
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dave123 November 1, 2016 at 9:03 AM

John Oliver caught colluding with Hillary’s campaign 

•http://dcleaks.com/emails/cApR/html/Clinton_Foundation/00001237.EML.html
•http://dcleaks.com/emails/cApR/html/Clinton_Foundation/00001306.EML.html
•https://i.sli.mg/VpBmAq.png
•“we’ve made contact with John Olivier”
•“and his team is working on it.”

•Mr. John "I hate corruption" Oliver doing business with the most corrupt "charity" on the
face of the planet? Shocker…
•John Oliver works for HBO, HBO is owned by Time Warner, Time Warner donates to
Hillary Clinton, Hillary Clinton owns John Oliver.
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Worried that Bernie supporters and younger women "hate her so much (they) might even
vote for a Republican" 

 •https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/11580
•"I just hate her so much I might even vote for a Republican but I will never vote for
her." 
•“The idea of the campaign for the candidate who could become the first woman
president initiating a civil war between older women and younger women over her
candidacy is political malpractice that leaves me speechless.”
•“My phone is ringing off the hook with establishment Democrats who she thinks support
her, who are appalled and alarmed by the kind of campaign she is running....more than
one of them has said I could quote them by name, that's how appalled and alarmed they
are.”

•And this is happening all over the country, despite the media's best effort to hide this
fact.
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dave123 November 1, 2016 at 9:32 AM

Is Russia behind the leaks? 

Despite Hillary stating at the third debate that 17 intelligence agencies have
said Russia is behind it, there is no proof that Russia is responsible for these
leaks against her and the DNC. In fact, even Politico (who has been implicated
in these leaks several times with Glenn Thrush) gave her claim a negative
fact‐check. There is no definitive proof, even from Hillary, only theories that it
"could" be Russia. The reason for this constant claim by the media (as if it is
100% truth) is to pivot away from what is actually in the damning leaks and get
your attention onto "evil" Russia. This immature approach by Hillary and the
media, in conjunction with other recent foreign policy blunders, has led to
extremely increased levels of tension with Russia, not seen since the Cold
War. Julian Assange has strongly indicated that insiders in the DNC and US
government are responsible for the leaks, including hinting at one DNC insider
who was killed shortly after the DNC leaks. Regardless of who the hacker is, it
does not take away from the validity of what is actually in the leaks.

dave123 November 1, 2016 at 10:47 AM
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Hillary deleted her incriminating emails. State covered it up. Asked about
using White House executive privilege to hide from Congress.

•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/9272#efmBI2BOJ

•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/9545

•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/34370

•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/32007

dave123 November 1, 2016 at 11:17 AM

Clinton campaign was in direct communication with DOJ regarding Hillary's
investigation

•https://www.wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/4178 
•"DOJ folks inform me..."
•This report that Clinton’s campaign was in direct communication with the
Obama Department of Justice on the email investigation shows a level of
collusion which calls into question the entire investigation into her private
server. 
•On June 29, head of the DOJ, Attorney General Loretta Lynch met with Bill
Clinton on a private plane for 30 minutes. The meeting occurred hours before
the House Select Committee on Benghazi released its final report to the
public. Sneaking around during an investigation with the husband of the one
being investigated is highly unethical and downright shady. 
•On October 28, Attorney General Lynch declined to comply with Congress
regarding the secret Iran ransom payments. The top law enforcement official,
The United Sates Attorney General, "declines to cooperate" with an
investigation by Congress. Let that sink in.

dave123 November 1, 2016 at 11:34 AM

Hillary cheated in debates: DNC head Donna Brazile caught 

giving MULTIPLE debate questions to Hillary 

 •https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/5205
•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/39807
•https://wikileaks.org/podesta‐emails/emailid/38478

dave123 November 1, 2016 at 12:01 PM

Remember, Donna Brazile worked for CNN and the first debate question was
released through CNN. The network that has been caught colluding with the
Hillary campaign and in their own words, "doing everything [they] can to give
[Hillary] a free ride" is implicated just as much as Donna Brazile and has no
room to take the high road here.

dave123 November 2, 2016 at 5:40 AM

President Obama has suggested in an interview that sexism is playing a role in the
controversy over Hillary Clinton’s emails. 
OBAMA GROPING WITH THE TRUTH
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